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IFOREWORD
+ The work described herein was conducted by the Aircraft Engine Group,
General Electric Company under NASA Contract MASS-19'710, The NASA Project
Manager was C. P. Blankenship, NASA-Lewis Research Center, The General
Electric program Manager was E. J. Kerzicnik. The Technical Manager was
P.. G. Bailey. R. J. Perkins was the Principal Investigator, TRW Inc,,
Cleveland, Ohio was the major subcontractor for the near--net shape work
with D. J.. Moracz as program, engineer and C. R. Cook program manager,
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{	 Viable processes were developed for secondary working of oxide
I dispersion strengthened (ODS) alloys to-near-net shapes (NNS) for air-
craft turbine vanes. These processes were shown capable of producing
required microstructure and properties for vane applications.
Material cost savings of 50 to 60% are projected for the PINS pro-
.
	
	
cess over the current procedures which involve machining from rectangu-
lar bar. Additional machining cost savings are projected.
Of three secondary working processes evaluated, directional forging
and plate bending were determined to be viable NNS processes for ODS
vanes. Extrusion of shaped preforms was not, on the bases of high pre--
form cost and excessive workability demands on the ODS materials.
Directional forging was deemed most applicable to high pressure turbine
(HPT) vanes with their large thickness variations while plate bending
was.determi.ned to be most cost effective for low pressure turbine ChPT)
vanes because of their limited thickness variations. Since the F101
LPT vane had been selected for study in this program, development of
plate bending was carried through to establishment of a preliminary
+	 process.
+
	
	
Preparation of ODS alloy plate for bending was found to be a straight
forward process using currently available bar stock, providing that the
capability for reheating between roll passes is available.
Advanced ODS-NiCrAl and ODS--FeCrAl alloys were utilized on this
program. Workability of all alloys was adequate for directional forging
and plate bending, but only the ODS--FeCrAl had adequate workability for
shaped preform..extrusion. The ODS-NiCrAl alloys were capable of attain
ing the vane required (100) longitudinal texture, while the ODS-FeCrAI
was not and was dropped early in the program.
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	 EXECUTIVE SURKARY
The purpose of this program was to develop near-net shape (NNS)
processes and achieve.significant cost savings for Oxide Dsspersion
Strengthened (ODS) turbine vanes.	 The program emphasized advanced
ODS-alloys and their application to an ODs low pressure turbine (LPT)
vane. .
ODS alloys have advantages over cast materials because of greater
strengths at high temperatures, higher melting points and microstructural
stability nearly to their melting points. 	 Their use has resulted in
significant savings in fuel consumption through reduced or eliminated
cooling air-required for cast vanes.	 The application of ODS vanes has
been hampered by their high cost.	 One of the major cost factors is the
current low material yields .. .
%.:urrently, ODS vanes are machined out of rectangular bar stock with
material usage rates of ten percent or less.
	
Figure A depicts the situa-
tion for both vanes and bands as prepared for an advanced F101 aircraft
turbine engine.
The program was divided into two tasks.	 In the first task several
secondary working processes mere evaluated and one selected as most cost
effective for the F101 LPT vane.
	 In addition; in Task I, several ad-
vanced ODS-NiCrAl and ODS-FeCrAl alloys were ,evaluated and the select-ions
narrowed for Task 11.
Of the three. secondary working processes evaluated in Task I, depA-ted
in Figure B, directional forging and plate bending were determined to be
viable NN'S processes for ODS vanes,	 Extrusion of shaped preforms was not,
on the bases of high preform cost and excessive demands.on the workability
of the ODS alloys.
	 Directional forging was deemed most applicable to high
pressure turbine (HPT) vanes with their large thickness variations, while
plate bending was determined to be most cost effective for LPT vanes and
HPT bands because of their limited thickness variations in the direction
of curvature.
	 Since the F1O1 LPT vane had been selected for study in this
program, development of plate bending was carried through establishment of
preliminary process and preform specifications.
	
A bent plate NN5 and a
finish machined vane are shown in..Figure C.
Preparation of ODS plate for bending was found to be a straight for-
ward process using cure ntly available bar. stock, providing that the
capability for reheating . between passes is available. 	 Plate is not a
current commercial ODS product.
Advanced ODS--NiCrAI all.ovs 0mr". 85077, MA 757, and YD NiCrAI) and
ODS-FeCrAi (WU 95'S) were utilized on this program.
	 Workability of all
alloys was. adequate for directional forging and plate bending but only
the ODS-FeCrA1 had adequate workability for shaped preform extrusion.
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	A I	 The ODS-NiCrAl alloys were capable of attaining the vane required (001)
low modulus texture, while the ODS-FeCrAZ was not and was dropped early
	
=s	 in the prograra.
{ The program was successful in developing an LYT NNS process capa-
ble of an estimated 60 percent material cost savings. Additional
machining cost savings of about 19 percent also are expected. 	 j
TRW Inc. did the extrusion, forging and plate bending on the pro-
gram.. ODS material suppliers .included Huntingto3.Alloys Inc.. (MA 757
	
9.	 and MA 956), Special Metals Corp. (YD NiCrAl) and the Stellite Division 	 i
	
e	 of Cabot Corp. (HDA 8077) .
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The major advantages of ODS alloy vane materials over cast materials
are their greater strengths at high temperatures, higher melting points
_	 "r;q and microstructural stability. (l) 	 Their use has resulted in approximatelyi	 1 1.5% savings in-fuel consumption through reducing or eliminating cooling
air required for cast vanes and bands in an advanced engine.
; V1 It has been shown by most successful experimenters in the ODS field
that good properties are dependent on achieving coarse recrystallized
y' grains of the proper crystallographic texture. (2)	 Coarse grain size is
a requisite to achieve high temperature strength in most ODS alloys. 	 Low
' modulus textures are needed for best thermal fatigue resistance. 	 Well
i distriblited stable submicron dispersoids with small interparticle spacings
fare not enough to achieve properties. 	 Development of thermomechanical pro-
cesses which produce the proper recrystallized structures are most important
` in obtaining the microstructural features desired in ODS alloys.
ODS alloy powders are made by chemical and mechanical mixing of matrix
and dispersaid constituents (3,4,5). 	 These powders can be consolidated to
mill product by extrusion and forging followed by various conventional
metal shaping processes. (6,7,S)
The current process for ODS vanes comprises extrusion for powder con-
solidation followed by hot rolling to a rectangular shape and subsequent
recrystallization.	 The latter two steps achieve the required microstructure
r for creep and thermal fatigue resistance.
Attempts to :improve the low material utilization inherent in machining
vanes from rectangular shapes by direct extrusion to vane shapes has not
achieved much success to date for a variety of reasons. Some are equipment
related, others result from the difficulties in reliably producing uniform
microstructures in nonuniform shapes.
The purpose of this program was to establish by secondary working
processes a near--net shape_(NNS) process for the F101 I,PT vane and achieve
a significant (about 40%a) manufacturing cost savings.
The program was divided into two tasks. In the first task several
secondary working processes were evaluated including directional forging,
extrusion and data bending. In the second task, the best process was
selected for verification and the product evaluation.
Advanced ODS alloys selected for this program included HDA8077,
YDNiCrA1, DIA757 and MA956.
7I$
2.0 NEAR. NET SHAPE PROCESS DEVELORIENT
The basic approach of `task I was designed to determine . ODS alloy
primary process conditions and configurations compatible with secondary
NNS processes. The total working of the ODS alloy is critical in the
maintenance of the desired microstructure,
2.1 Selection of Subcontractor
TRW, Cleveland, Ohio, was selected as the NNS vendor because of
their technical expertise in ODS materials and a practical business
interest in participation. TRW over the years has participated\in
number of government--sponsored forging programs with ODS alloys. (1^
In addition, TRW has developed considerable expertise in generating .
precision shapes in superalloys. TRW was deemed capable of carrying
out all the NNS processes envisioned for this program.
2.2 Selection.of ODS Alloys
Advanced ODS nickel and iron base alloys containing aluminum were
selected for this program primarily because of thit improved oxidation
resistance established in another NASA program
	 and are listed below.
Alloy Nominal Composition Supplier
HD8077 Ni-16Cr-4A1 1Y203 Cabot
YDNiCrA1 Ni-16Cr-4Al-1Y203 Special Metals
UA757 Ni--16Cr--4A1-1Y203 Huntington Alloys
MA956 Fe 20Cr--5A1-.5Y2O3 Huntington Alloys
The beneficial effects of the aluminum addition are shown in
Figure 1. Pin shaped specimens 6.35 mm (1/4 in.) diameter by 63.5 mm
(2.5 in.) long or MA956, HDA 8077, YDNiCrA1 and 14?A754 were exposed in
cyclic burner rig 2200 °F, Mach 1 oxidation testing. The aluminum
bearing MA956, HDA 8077 and YDNiCrA1 ODS alloys after 252 hours indicate
very good oxidation resistance. No change in shape was detected. The
NA754 (nominally Ni-20Cr-0.3A1-0.5Ti-0.6Y203) pin after 208 hours eroded
to a 2.44 mm. (3/32 in.) diameter indicating relatively poor oxidation
resistance.
Further description of the alloy's configuration and microstructural
conditions is provided in .the following conversion process sections.
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Figure 1 Beneficial Effects of Aluminum Additions for Improved Oxidation
Resistance of ODS Alloys. All Alloys exposed in Mach 2 Cyclic
Oxidation Testing at	 1200°C for Approximately 250 hr
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2.3 Material and Economic Requirements
Current ODS alloys preparation consist of mechanically alloying
prealloyed and/or elemental powders with Y203 dispersoid in an attritor,
canning in a hollow cylinderical steel container and extrusion for con-
solidation. Rectangular shapes are hot flat rolled to final dimensions.
The unique high temperature properties of ODS alloys are achieved by
proper thermomechanical processing to achieve a controlled grain size
and shape (high aspect ratio) and a preferred crystallographic orienta-
tion (texture.). Hot working the material in a single direction achieves
the critical strain necessary for the formation of the preferred low
modulus (001) longitudinal texture in a subsequent recrystallization
heat treatment.
Extrusion of large billet sizes and simple shapes is the first
step in preserving process economics.
To achieve a highly cost effective ODS alloy NNS turbine vane
process(es) several material and process requirements must be met.
Economically, a viable NNS process has to significantly improve material
utilization without incurring significant additional process cost as
compared to the current vane manufacturing process. An added benefit
would accrue if vane machining costs could be lowered also.
Currently, vanes are machined from heavy rectangular shaped DDS
alloy bars resulting in poor utilization (e.g. 1076) of expensive
material as is shown in Figure 2.
The secondary conversion techniques investigated in this program
to establish NNS-feasibility were designed to maintain maximum process
control. DDS alloys are sensitive to material flow direction, reduction
level and process temperature. These conditions are controlled by pre--
form-and conversion tooling design and will be discussed in detail in
the various NNS processing sections. NNS processes should not degrade
the ODS alloy properties, should be inexpensive and production oriented
(simple, rapid, reproducible).
2.4 Task l Selected Near--Net Shape Techniques
DDS alloy preform and NNS configurations selected for the Task Z
feasibility investigation are shown in Figure 3. The NNS closely
approximates that of an F101 LPT vane. Uniformly thick preform and
NNS configurations minimize deleterious lateral and tangential material
flows and variation in reduction level. A "gullwing" preform extrusion
as shown. in Figure 4 was designed to fulfill the economical and extru-
sion state-of-art requirements. The double repetitive kidney shape
increases the cross-sectional area facilitating a large economical
starting billet size ( 8" dia.) and allows the necessary extrusion
ratios required to achieve a critically strained ODS alloy at the
i	 one-half inch final preform thickness.
11
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Figure 3 Task I Selected Preform, NNS and Finished Vane
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2.4.1 Extrusion
Selected Alloys and Configurations
Two ODS alloys in several process conditions as indicated in Table I
were used in the extrusion investigation. Three EDA-8077 gullwings were
prepared by Cabot.Corporation using conditions imparting various levels
of residual energy. Total thermomechanical processing must be considered
in working ODS alloys. Metallurgical effects generated in primary pro-
cessing have an influence on the response of these alloys to secondary
processing. Gullwing No. 1 was produced from an eight inch diameter
billet extruded at 1038°C (1900°F) and a 14 to 1 reduction ratio. This
condition was anticipated to produce the critical strain (residual energy)
necessary to achieve the optimum grain structure in a subsequent recrystalli-
zation heat treatment. Gullwing No. 2, also eight inches in diameter, ex-
truded at 1.093°C (2000°F), 14 to 1 reduction ratio and was designed to be
underworked because of the higher process temperature. Gullwing No. 3 vas
a six inch diameter billet extruded at 1038°C (19D0°F) and a 9 to 1 ratio..
This extrusion was processed to be in an under-worked condition through
the use of a low reduction ratio. Each billet was to provide: six feet of
j	 double kidney preform material.. The UDA 8077 gullwing extrusions are
shown in Figure. 5. Outer appearance.of the gullwi.ngs after pickling off
the mild steel extrusion jacket was poor (heavily dimpled). This sur-
face condition was caused by gross oxidation of the mild steel can during
the four hour. heatup for.extrusion. Although the surface condition was
not judged to be a serious consequence and could be corrected by providing
better protection aga2nst oxidation of the billet prior to extrusion.
Cross-sectional, shape was reasonably close to that desired. Considerably
less than the expected six feet of each material. was received because of
cracking in all three extrusions. The cracking was-believed to be a result
of an inadvertent water quenching the gu'!lwings from a black heat for rapid
expediting. Sufficient quantities were salvaged to conduct the initial
. investigations.
Macrostructures of the'gullwings in the as-extruded and recry-
stallized condition are shown in Figure 6 and the microstructure in
Figure 7, Reerystallizati,on Was obtained, by heat treating at 1200°C
(2200 IF), 1260°C (2300°F) and 1
.
315°C (2400°F) for one hour at each
temperature. All three extrusions contained a: dual microstructure, i.e.,
there was an envelope of large grains about one-eighth inch in thick-
ness around the periphery of the gullwings.and the .. central regions had
relatively small grains. The large grains had a low aspect ratio (length/
diameter) in contrast to a high aspect ratio of the small grains. Tex-
ture was generally the desirable (001) except for some small grains that
appear by high reflectivity to be a higher modulus crystallographic
orientations. Those grains were too small for Laue back reflection
orientation analysis.
The MA956 alloy was included in the program as a high risk material
which would have a very substantial payoff if successful. Previous ex-
perimentors (10,11) have failed to achieve the low modulus (001) orients-
tion . in the BCC structure., FeCrAI alloys have. high temperature: oxidation.
and corrosion.resistance superior to most'. known alloys. The MA 956 was
procured in as-hot-rolled 30.5 mm (1.2 inches) thick x 73.7 mm (2.9 inches)
wide rectangular bar,.
1^
TABLE 1.	 UD$ Al. LUX IJRL) :iJiikMi':rl:l: YOK VM-3 kWXIW8IUP9 AND 1+URUIPIU I.NVBtJT UA IUPiti
Extrusion Conditions
Temperature, Billet Diameter,
S	 PI.:. Alloy() Vendor shape °C ('F) ^cm (in) patio
l HDA 8077 Cabot Gullwing 1038 ('1900) 20.3 (8) 14:1
2 'HDA 8077 Cabot Gullwing 1093:(2000) 20.3 (8) 13;1
3 HDA 8077 Cabot Gullwing 1038 (1900) 15,2 (6) 9:1
5 MA 956 Huntington Rectangular (2) (2) (2)
Alloys Inc.
(1) As--worked (unrecrystall.ized) condition.
(2) Extrusion conditions not provided by vendor,
r 1
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Figure 5 HDA 8077 Gullwing Extrusions
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Figure 6 Macrostructures of HDA 8077 Gullwi ,ng Extrusions in Recrystallized Condition
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NN5 Tooling and Equipment Design
	
Extrusion was performed in a closed die system as shown in Figure S. 	 INS
A feature of this design which was different from typical extrusion tooling
_P4	 A4	 h	 d'	 f 11	 20 ° ce t at the endsW";3. the or 	 ice or	 ae openang	 as a	 ae ang e a	 ex	 p
where a shear die concept was used. 	 This was to restrict lateral flow of
r	
` the ODS alloy during extrusion. 	 The extrusion tooling built from A1S1 H21
1 tool .steel and installed in a 1334 MN (150 Loin) hydraulic press is shown
in Figure 9.
Experimental Procedure
The NNS tooling design was test-.d by successfully extruding low alloy
F steel and Ynconel 718. 	 A series of ODS alloy closed die extrusion trials
were conducted as.indicated in Table IF.	 MA 956 and HDA 8077 alloy kidney
shaped preforms (Figure 3). were .heated . to temperatures of 1038°C (1900T),
1093°C (2000°F) and 11.49°C (2100°F) in an electric furnace and extruded to
a 50% reduction (2,5 to 1) at rates varying from 5.1 mm (0.2 inches) to
40.6 mm (1.6 inches) per second. 	 All the .preforms were unclad but were
.^	 #! glass coated to reduce the heat loss from the part to the warm (700°F)
tooling.	 Graphite spray or Fiske swab lubricant was Used on the tooling.
Extrusion pressures were between 689 Wa (100 ksi) and 896 Mna (130 ksi)
for those that extruded successfully without stalling the press.	 Although
transfer time-from the furnace to die was only about five seconds, the
time required to achieve full pressure was an additional ten seconds.
The extrusion results are shown in Figure 10, 	 All HDA 8077 extrusions
exhibited nose and tail burst and severe shear cracks.	 No significant
.^. changes were observed when extruding at different temperatures.	 Frequent
hanging up
	
in the die,.incomplete extrusion and finally a die failure
i were observed.	 Changes in lubrication and coatings did not affect the ex
tradability of the HDA 8077 material. 	 The AS& 956 extruded very well at
1149°C (2100°F) with no evidence of surface defects.	 Extruding at lower
^. temperatures produced some shear cracks. 	 Recrystallization, macroetching
I and examiniation of the MA 956 parts indicated the desirable low modulus
(001) texture was not achieved.
' 2,4.2
	
Directional Forging -. Campaign I
`!!! ODS Alloys and Configurations
The forge process investigation consisted of two separate campaigns.
Table I lists the OAS alloys, preparations and shapes used. in forging
1
Campaign I and were the same as in the extrusion investigation except
for the addition of lower Y203 content HDA 8077 materials.	 A fourth HDA
8077 . gullwing extrusion (No. 4) containing . an intermediate Yttria level
(1.3%) was prepared and some HDA 8077 single kidney shaped extruded
material, 20.3 mm (0.8 inches) thick x 63.5 mm (2.5 inches) wide, con-
{ taining a low. level (0.6%) yttria were used.	 Gullwing No. 4 exhibited
a`dual microstructure after recrystallization comparable to the other
ss
}
throe gullwing. The 0.V/6 yttria bearing material when subjected to the
recrystal.lization heat treatment produced the desired (001) texture
throughout. The ODS alloys prepared with 0.6% and 1.3% yttria were in-
corporated to establish the effects of dispersoid content on forgeability.
J
21	 I
  ----	 _	 -	 - ...	
-
Gullwing TRW Extrusion Soak Time, Extrusion Speed
Preform No. Material Extr, No. °C (°F) Biinutcs mm/sec (in./sec) Appearance
.	 8 OAS FeCrAI 5(1) 1149 (2100) 15 38 (1.5) Goad
9 ODS NiCrAI 1 1149 (2100) 16 38 (1,5) Severely cracked
Gr10 ODS NiCrA.l 3 1149 2100(	 ) 15 38 ,(1.5) Severely cracked
11 ODS FeCrAI 5. 1093 (2000) 15 38 (1.5) Three edge checks,
6.4 tent (1/4") deep
12 ODS NiCrAI 1 1093 (2000) 20 38 (1,5) Severely cracked
	 }
13 ODS NiCrAI 3 1093 (2000) 55 38 (1.5) Severely cracked
14 ODS FeCrAI 5(1) 1038 (1900) 15 38 (1.5) One edge check,
7.9 mm (5/16") deep
15 ODS NiCrAI 3 1038 (1900) 15 38 (1.5) Severely cracked	 {'
N	 16 ODS NiCrAI 3 1038 (1900) 15 38 (1.5) Severely cracked
17 ODS NiCrAI 2 1038 (1900) 15 5 (0,3) Severely clacked
E	
18 ODS NiCrAI 2 1149 (2100) 15 5 (0.2) Severely cracked
i
i
(1) Kidney preforms were prepared from rectangular bar.
fE
Figure 8 DDS Alloy Extrusion Tooling Designs
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Figure 9. ODS Extrusion Tooling Installed in a 150-Ton Hydraulic Press
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(a) CONCAVE SIDE ODS EXTRUSIONS NOS. 8, 11 AND 14 ARE ODS FeCrAl AND	 I
9, 10, 12, 13, 15 AND 16 ARE DDS NiCrAl.	 4
Figure 10 ODS Alloy Extrusions - 0.7X
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Figure 10 (Continued)
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(c) ODS NiCrAl MATERIAL EXTRUDED AT LOGY EXTRUSION RATES
Directional forging tooling was designed and built from an A1Sl H-13
tool steal having higher carbon and vanadium contents for improved wear.
resistance and good toughness. The designs for the forge tooling are shown
in Figure 11. The tooling was designed for use in mechanical presses.
€ Lateral flow was prevented by the design of a closed die system in which
the dle sidewalls and the clearances between the upper punch and die wall
prevent flashing. It.is assumed the starting preform is of the same width
(allowing for expansion) as the die cavity width. The machined and heat
treated tooling is .shown in Figure 12.
Experimental`Procedure and Results
Design of the Campaign I forging trials with HDA 8077 and WA 556 allays
was.strongly influenced by the poor results of the extrusion trials. Em-
phasis was placed on minimizing the heat loss from the workpiece to the warm
about 204°C (400°F) tooling and on improving lubrication. Forging was per-
formed in a longitudinal direction as indicated in Table III. The preforms
as prepared for forging are shown in Figure 13. Twenty-one kidney shaped
preforms, 12.7 mm (0.5 inches) thick x 55 . 9 mm. (2 . 2 inches) are length x
43.2 mm (1.7 inches) long were forged at 103E 0C ( 1900 °F) to a 607a thickness
reduction (three 25% reductions). These forgings are shown in Figure 14.
Preform conditions investigated were bare, wrapped in clad (TD Ni,
steel) or nickel plate. Some preforms were recrystallized prior to the
secondary working. The elapsed time from the furnace through forging was
only four to five seconds. The upset rate was very rapid, approaching that
of a hammer process. Samples were taken at various steps of the processing
to determine the effect of reduction level on the microstructure with a sub-
sequent recrystallization heat treatment. The results were very promising
and dramatically better than those of the extrusion process. The results
of the HDA 8077 Campaign I forging experiments are:.
(1) The HDA 8077 extruded ' Igullwing" material was greatly improved .
by directionally .forging. The primary extruded material was insufficiently
processed to obtain the (001) textured microstructure subsequent a recrys--
tallization heat treatment. The central region contained a dual crystallo-
graphic orientation. This region was distinguishable by the highly re--
Elective grains which composed about half of the central . area as shown in
Figure 6. Forgings Nos. 6, 13 through 19 and 21 after heat treating and
macroetching exhibited the desirable grain size, shape and crystallographic
orientation. The microstructures of the other forgings were much improved
but still contained grains of higher modulus orientations.
(2)Forgings Nos. 13, 14 and 15 came from preform materials which had
seen . different amounts of primary work but did cause an effect on forge-
ability..
(3)Oxide dispersion content has a noticeable affect an forgeabil.ity.
Comparing No.-20  forged 70,76 . (because of the increased preform thickness)
in one 47%O and two 2576 reductions and No. 21 reduced 45% in one reduction,
indicates that higher forging reductions are unacceptable for the high
31
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rTABLE 111,	 DIRECTIONAL FORGINGS - CAMPAIGN I. 1038 °C (1000°F)
GULLSYING DISPERSOID PREFORM PERCENT
EXTR. No. CONTENT °Io PREPARATION	 REDUCTION APPEARA14CE 14ICROSTRUCTURF
(1?4 1.3 Bare + Glass 60 Slight Edge Cracking Improved
4 1.3 Bare + Glass 60 Slight Edge Cracking Improved
4 1.3 Ni Plate + Glass 60 Slight Edge Cracking Improved,
4 1.3 Ni Plate + Glass 60 Slight .Edge Cracking Improved'
4 1.3 SS Clad + Glass 40 No Cracks Improved
4 1.3 TDNi Clad + Glass 60 No Cracks Good(2)
4 1.3 Rx'd + Glass 60 Slight Edge:Cracking Improved
4 1.3 Rxtd + Glass 60 No Cracks Improved
4 1.3 Bare 60 Slight Surface and
Edge Cracking Improved.
i
4 113 Bare SO Slight. Edge Sracking
5 - Bare + Glass 60 No Cracks -
S ---_ TDNi Clad + Glass 25 No Cracks --
1 1.8 Bare + Glass 60 Surface. and Edge.Cracki:ng. Good.
2 1„8 Bare + Glass 60 Surface and Edge Cracking Good r
3 1.8 Bare + Glass 60 Surface and Edge Cracking Good
3 1,8 Ni Plate + Glass 60 Slight Edge Cracking food	 3
3 1..8 TDNi Clad + Glass 45 No Cracks Good..
i
3 1.,8 Rxtd +. Glass 60	 : Slight Edge Cracking Good
8 1,8 Bare 25 .Slight Edge Cracking Good
-- 006 Bare + Glass 70. Slight Edge Cracking Fair.
2 1.8 Bare + Glass 45 Severe Cracking Good	 i
(1) Improved by forging, but still contained grains of exceedingly high
172 UPa (25 x 106 PSI')madulus values in the longitudinal direction.
(2) Good grain size, shape and crystallographic orientation (nearly'(001),
E
S1H MATERIAL
r _
^`> 1 HDA 8077
2 Mk 8077 
3. HDA 8077
4 HDA 8077
5 HDA 8077
6 HDA 8077
7 IMA 8077
8 HDA 8077
9 HDA.8077
4b 10 HDA 8077
N
11 MA956
j 12 MA956
' 13 HDA 8077
}..i 14 HDA 8077
f ii' 15 MA 8077
16 HDA 8077
17 RDA 8077
IS HDA 8.077
19 HDA 8077
20 BDA 8077
21 HDA 8077
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Figure 11 ODS Alloy Directional Forging Tooling .Design:!
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Figure 12, ODS Alloy Vane Directional Forging Tooling
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(a) CONCAVE SIDE OF FIRST CAMPAIGN ODS FORGING PREFORIvLS,
Figure 13 ODS Alloy Forging Preforms
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(a) CONCAVE SIDE
Figure 14 Directionally Forged Campaign I DDS Alloy NNS Canning Material Not Removed.
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oxide dispersion content (1.370) but appear to be acceptable for the low
oxide content (0.670) based on the amount of edge cracking observed.
(4) Nickel plating and cladding with sheet such as TDNi appeared to
minimize the surface tearing. Stainless steel foil clads such as that
used for forging #r5 ruptured during processing and eventually caused
sticking of the foil to the die.
.(5)..Preforms Nos.. 7 1 8 and 18 which were recrystallized prior to
forging exhibited better forgeability than unrecry'stallized material and
excellent surface conditions after forging.
(6)Coating of preforms prior to forging helped minimize surface
tearing compared to those that were forged uncoated.
(7) The MA 956 demonstrated excellent forgeability. No cracks were
detected..
(8) Forge processing of MA 956 at 1900 'F to 2576 and 6 076 reductions
1	 failed to produce the (001) orientation.
The results of this first forging campaign have s;-Ynn that the di-
rectional forging approach can be used to produce near-net vane shapes.
2.4.3 Directional Forging - Campaign II
Selected Alloys and Configurations
New materials were procured for the Campaign 11 forging trials. Cam-
paign. I results indicated the ODS alloy preform materials should be
optimumly processed prior to NNS forging, i.e., capable of recrystalliza-
tion to the (001) textuxe in a subsequent anneal heat treatment. The lower
forging temperatures required to tailor under processed microstructures
by inducing additional work (stored energy) were not compatible with higher
temperature processing needed to prevent surface tearing in the forgings.
At the time of material procurement for Campaign 11 Cabot was unable (be-
cause of an inoperative attritor) to prepare new powder for HDA 8077 ex-
trusion within the time frame of the program. MA 757 which is very similar
in preparation and properties to HDA 8077 and YDNiCrA1 was procured in 30.5 mm
(1.2 inches) thick x76.2 mm (3.0 inches) wide shaped bar.. This as-rolled
(unrecrystallized) material was machined to the kidney shape as shown in
Figure 15.
Experimental Procedure and Results
Seventeen kidney shaped preforms were directionally (longitudinally)
forged as indicated in Table 2V. The experimental approach of Campaign Il
was designed to establish the.
 effects of..process temperature, redaction
level, clad vs. bare working and recrystallization prior to secondary
working to NNS. The as-forged parts are shown in Figure 16 and with the
claddings removed and grit blasted in Figure 17.
Seven MA 757 preforms were forged at 1038°C (1900 *F) and 1093°C (2000°F) to
reductions of 257a and 5070. Most of the preforms were wrapped in 1.27 mm
(,050 inches) -thick Mild steel. One MA 757 preform, F11, was processed
unclad. One preform, F8, was recrystallized prior to secondary processing..
40
TABU IV TASK I CAMPAIGN II DIRECTIONAL KIDNEY FOnGTNG PA 13AMETMS-
Al!pearance
(1) (2)Conversion Temp. Surface
{^)§1N ODS Alloy- Preparation °C (F)/Red-. `k Tearing Undulation Macrostructure
F2 MA 757 clad 
(4) 1038 (1900)/25 very slight slight good
F4A MA 757 clad, 1038 (1900)150 moderate moderate good
F-0 MA 757 clad 1038 (1900)/50 moderate moderate good
F8 MA 757 Rx + clad 1038 (1900)/50 none slight/moderate good
Flt MA 757 unclad 1093.(2000)/50 moderate none marginal
Flo MA 757 clad 1093 (2000)/50 moderate gross good
F15 MA 757 clad 1093 (2000)/50 moderate gross good
F5 YD NiCrAI clad 1038 (1900)/25 very slight slight poor
F7A YD NiCrAl clad 1038 (1900)/50 slight moderate poor
F7B YD:.NiCrA1 clad 1038 (1900)/50 slight moderate poor
F10 YD.NiCrAl. Rx + clad 1038 (1900)/50 none slight good
F.12 YD Ni.CrAi unclad 1.093 (2000)/50 slight (edge) none poor
F16 YD NiCrAl: clad 1093 (2000)/25 none slight fair
M YD NicrAi clad 1093 .(2000)/50 slight gross duplex
F18 YD NiCrAI clad 1093 (2000)/50 slight gross duplex
F1 MA 956 unclad 982 (1800)150 node none poor
F13 MA .956 unclad 10.93 (2000)/50 none none poor
(1 7 Kidney Forging t 25% reduction per pass.
(2) depth: moderate	 < 1.27 min (-OW"); slight <=  .251  mm (.01011).  
(3) Undulation depth:	 gross ='< 2.51 mm (.19; moderate = < . 51 MM (-02 1 9;	 slight = < .25 1 	 mm (.01").
1(k ) clad:	 1.27. mm G050 11 )  mild steel wrap.
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Figure 16 'Directionally Forged Campaign II NNS Canning Material Not Removed
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The desired rtarostruc tore was achie:ied in all the foxg^.ngs by subsequent
recrystallization.heat treatment :except-in the unclad ^'l3„ Meat treating
- was perfarEned using a progressive temperature c .pcle -- 1205°C {.22.0.0°^`},
?	 3260 qC 02300 °^') .and 1315 °C (2400 °I'} for. one hour each temperature, .Macro- 	 ^ ^_^
etched cross--sections representative of all the MA-757 forge conditions
-investigated are shown in.l!iguxe 18. 	 All. exhibit the desa.rahZe (001).
t^xtuxed structure except for S.N. ^l.l which .contained regions of higher ^
modulus orientations.inc^^cated by their light reflectivity. 	 'The mild
steel clad performed. satisfactorily at 1900°I^` an reductions up to 50^
;;
but produced excessive surface . undulatians at 2000:°F . in 50% ^reductianS:
Some. surface tearing was experienced in a1I the .MA 757 forgings vtzth t}^e
'	 -.
.exception o^
.
the recrystallized and clad F8. 	 Generally, the surface ,s	 •^
defects ranged from-.254 mm 0.03 inches) to 1.27 mm {.05 inches) deep,...
The unclad.. ^►4Fi 757 preform,. F11, processed at 1{l93 °C .{2000 °.F} . to 50% re-
duction had no .undulation but contained surface tears about 1,27 mm (,05
inch) deep - and a marginal texture on recrys^tallization.	 The recrys-
tallized MA 757 preform, F8, wrapped in steel clad - and .forged at 103$.°C ^.^ ^
(1900°F} to a 50°fo reaueti on forged we31 w^.thout cracking or surface defects, .:
' This forging was exposed to a 1315°C (2400°^) heat treatment and evaluated
-' for:'mierostructural stab^;1^.-L'y. ' , The additional processing dur^.ng fagging . of _	 '^
the.recrystal.3ized ^;aterial dick not promote re-recrystallization or degrade.- ^ .	 ;-.
tion of the 0001} texture.._ 4^:	 -
^Eight YF3P^.CrAI kidney shaped preforms were. processed and the .results... -
k were somewhat different than fox the MA 757 material.	 The secondary work- j
ing conditions	 .nvestigatcd prometed an unacceptable fine grained material ^:
with random crystallographic orientata.on after the- recrystallization heat
,..
tTeatmeiit.
	
The more ductile YDNiCrAl has better crack resistance. than the r
longitudinally stronger but less ductile ^ 757. 	 The unclad YDNiCrAI pre- ^	 `:d
form, x`12, forged at 1093 °G {2000 °F) to :50°fo reduction contained only minor ^	 ,
cracking .azt.the. ,sharp edges, indicating higher temperatpres would probably.
'i,..E
allow bare working, especa.al?y if recrystallized prior to the secondary ;,
warping... The recrystallized YBNiCrAl preform, x'10, .produced. the same.
favorable results (Nee Figure l9) as achieved in the recrystallized MA 757
alloy.	 The tea^uxe was pxcserve3., cracking was eliminated and na recxys^-
taTlization was detected in a post forge 131:5 °C (2400°F) Beat treatment. ',
J-
Two MA 958 ka.dney preforms were included in this campaign. 	 Both `
were processed. unclad.to.509'o reductions . one at 982.°C .{1800°S`) and the othex
at 1033°C (2000°F). 	 Although forgeability was. excellent the desired (001.)
microstructure was: not obtained.	 14facrostructure typical. of MA 956 fanged
kidneys in the recrystallized condition is also shown in Figure 19. -	 ^
_'
' 2.4.4.	 Plate Bending Pxooess : ,^	 ^	 -	 .
An additional-process.,.pla'^e bending,.. was investigated in Campaign Il,.
' T^^e basic;: a.Pproach: is illustrated in::l'igure 20..	 xlie bent plate' process_ is
capable..- of . producing the same shape as the forged kidney gr.ocess, is a 4
{ simple farming operation with na reduction in thickness-and is amenable to
all.;OBS.^llay^ and.vendo^s. 	 The:ODS alloy:. and . plate . bending .parameters
_. tl^
investigated are andicate^i in Table V.	 Hat xolleri plate sections, approxi-
.	 ^ matel.y 7;37 nm (0,29 inches	 thick x 53.3. mttt (2:l inches) wide x $1.3_.mm
,, _.	 ,_
-
-..	
-	 .
^
.'
-	
..
^7
B2 IIDA $Q77 urxcLad	 ^.G^B 	t7.9Q0)	 ^ Severe Gt^od	
_.
B	 .. IiDA.:.54 c],ad	 x.03,5	 {x.900) None Good	 ,
.I	
B^ .: I3DA .50'77 Rx t c^.ad	 ].03$	 {7.9QO) SevEre Goad:
135 FiDA' $077' unc^.ad	 x093	 {^0C^0) 87.igi^t Gaod	 ..
B.G
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a
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Cs:2 inches) long were bent ^o a 41,9 mm (1,s5 inch) radius in the same tool-
_: zng used.far the forge processing. Seel clad (wrapped) and unclad plates
were bent at temperatuxes of 1800°F, 1900°F and 2000°F and are- shown. in
,Figure 21; Unclad preforms B2 acid B5 were bent at 2904°E `- and 2000°F
respectively, A^ 1900°F severe cracking,
	
x::27 mm CQ,QS-inches} deep,
was experienced but at 200D°F on1.y sXight,-x,25 mm (O.OI: inches) deep,
cracking was detec^:ed, D1, X33 and B6 .were wrapped in steel clad and
bent. at 2800°F, 19.x0°F and - 2000°I^', Severe cracking was rsncountered in
B1 after bending- at 1800°F, Simulated NN5 B3 and B6.I^er^ we1^, without
cracking. B4 recrpstaZlized and wrapped in steel c yad cracked severely
duxing.bending at 19D0 pF, Bexiding xesults in ten^.ile stresses unlike
forging in vrhich strairxs axe-compressive, Recrystallizing ODS alloys
substantially reduced the high- . temperature tensile ductility but,apparently,
not..the compressive ductility, All parts after bending and heat treating to'
2400°F contained the desired. structure.-
Additional plate bending. experiments were'perfaxmed at General E^.ectric,
5ubseque^z.^ to the TRti9 Campaign II processing. The plate experiments per-
formed in the directional forging tooling were formed to a-41,.9 mm (1,65.
a.nch) radius which is larger than a vane minimum radius. At General Electric
6,85 mEn (0,25 inch) x 55,9 mm C2.2 inches). x 76,2.mm C3 ,0 inches) b'fA 757 ex
traded and rolled material, pxepared Exam 30.5 mm C1, 2 inch} thick bar stock,
was successfully bent at 2.093 °G CZ000 °F) and 119 °G 02100 °F) -^0 25, 4 mm.
(I.0 inch) and. 12:7 mm {0.5 inch) radix.. The LPT vane has a minimum radius
of 25.4 mt^ (I,O inches). Eithex mild steel clad ar fiber frax insulation
were used. Bare processing was not attempted because of an insufficient
number of parts for evaluation, Reerysta7.I:ization anneal anti metallo-
graphic examination indicated the desired structure and texture were main-
tai,ned in bending as typically shown in Figure 22. The plates bent to the
12.7 mm 00,5 inch} radius showed the relatively large tolerance of the
material when starting with an optimumly processed preform condition,
2,4.5 Evaluation of Simulated Near Net Shapes
Characterization of the advanced OD5 alloy forged and bent NNS with
the desirable micrastxucture was conducted to establish the secondary pxo-
cessing effects on: properties most essential for turbine vane application.
Tensile and stress xupture tests were. ^onducted in both the longitudinal
and long-txansverse directions. The sampling locations of the NNS bent
plates are shown in Figure 23, Longitudinal testing was performed using
a.standaxd 8,35 mm (0,.250 inch) diameter 4$.26 mm 01.94 inch) fang specimen
with a 4.06 mm {0.160 inch) diameter x 16;51 mm (0.650 inch)- long gauge
section. To facilitate testing in the long-transverse direction ODS alloy
extension blocks were attached by brazing (B93) to both sides of 12.7 mm
(0.5 inch) long NNS sections to p^ovida suffic^.ent length for specimen
preparation. The law NNS thickness, bend .radius, and the need to locate the
relatively weak braze joints i^a the larger
- Dross-sectional area sTnoulder
regions made necessary the desigrb of a specimen with a short gauge section
as shown in Figure 24.
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TABLE V1.	 LONGIT[3DINAE^ TItVS3:LE FROPERT3;ES of bnS
,,.d
	-
ALLOYS FQRGED AT zbg3
--
°C_ (,2000°F}
Sample No„	 Matex'ia1. Rrocess Condition (1.^ 0.2 YS;. MPa (ks } Ult, MPa {lesi } E1, . 90' RA9	 °•G
.	 ^ 757. 13asezine . ^'103.4 (- 15b) X3.1.7.2 (17,0} ,,.: 9,0 ^--
F4s ^	 ^ 757 Forge a- ^ ].02.7 (1.4..9) zo9,G ( 159) 15 .3 4z.2 -
FBI^x^-2	 1^fA 757 ^x ^r Iiorge z2^A7 [ 1.7.8} z36.^". [ 19.8) 7.$. 0 5i,g ^	 .
-	 F$?^^sHT--2	 MA 757 Rx •^ forge -^ 1315°C 1.06,.2 (15^^r} 124.x .(1$.O} 16. & . 56..7' ..
(2404°F}
YD NzCrA1 13ase1^ne _ ^82.7'{^12 .0} ^^20.b ^-28.0 -	 ----
F10Rx--2	 YD NzCrA3. I^x -^- Forge 90,3: (z3.I) 97.2. ( 1^.7.) 26;4 7^.^-
F10RxHx^2	 XD IviCrA1 Rx + Forge f 1315 ° C 91.7 ( 13 P3) .98 . 6 (3.4p3) 2x.6 9^e5
-	 xnA 8077. Basez .^ ne ^.zz^,3 (16.0) -^z3.4 ^-^^.6 .0 ---	 -•
B3 ^•2	 ^	 HD^I 8b77 Bend ^- Ric 92 .2 (1^.i} zb7.5 (15.b} . >10.9 3:7.1
86-2	 xDA 8x77 Bend Zo93 °C {2bbo°F) 93.1 ( z3.5 } ^.o^. a: (15. ^ } 1z.7 x8:.5 = -	 -
-
^n ^ Rx
,o _;;:
(
z}Process conditions;
' Temperature 1093 ° C (1.90b °F }
Forge reduction about 45^
Bend .radius 1^zg1 mtn ( 1 .65 rr} ^ - ---	 ---
Recrystallization (Rx).
^-
^.
:.Heat treatmezxt	 (H.T. }. 1315 °C (2400 °F}
^
--- -	 -	 --
b .-
-	 __.
_._
^,
_-
^:-- ^ _.
!:
--,.:	 .	 ...:.	 ^ r	 .	 ^ .. ^.,, ^,^r
^
. ^.
.._ ._
.-.^.	 ..
^	 i ..:
..
i	 _
i "^	 -	 ..
;^
^.	 .'
:_
	
. 	 Stress Rupture Eya'!uation ^ Longitudinal	 ,
^ 1 I	 MA 757 and Yd3NiCrA1 forged anci bent NNS were tested in stress xupture
and compared =to vendor furnished baseline data as shown in fable VII., Tests	 `:^
,'	 tivere:condusted at :2400 °F .in air and 1G ksi direct load. DuctiZities could
..^	 riot lie fneasuxed }aecause of the .nature of the test specimen fractures although 	 f .
^	 they are e5timated.to xange fxom nil to 2.Q percent elongation, Tkie vendor
E	 furnished baseline data is typical of rupture strengths. achieved 3:n 30,5 .mm
C1. 2 inch) x 8Z.3 mm .C3.2 inch] flat rolled and rectangul2.x shaped bar, `i'he
variance is xepaxted to be about 3.4 MPa {0,5 ksi) ^ox.canstant lives.
t Eight MA 757 forged.^]NS wexe tested longitudinally in stress rupture.
Fqur test speciYriens {I'2-1, F^4B-Z,, ,F413-2-and r4B-4) were prepared from .NNS
:-
that were forged - from preforms xn tlne as -rolled condi^tion^and then recrys-	 t
ta3^^^ zed, Two test specimens (F'SRx-1 and k'$Rx-3) were ., prepared. from NNS
that' were forged from pxeforms:in recrystalliz^;d condition,. Two other speoi- 	 ^.:
inens,{FBRxHT-1, and F$RxHT 8) were prepared and tested-from MA 757-recrys-
- `
	
	
tal]:i.zed preforms. forged to NNS anci then exposed to a 2ab0°k' one- hour heat 	 ;
txeatmen:t. Th,e latter two tests wexe designed to establish the. micro-..
f .^,	 s'^ructural stability ai the ODS alloy forged from tine recrystaZ7.ized condition, ,^
Zross of the desired grain - -size, shape and- ^eh-ture through. secondary recrystalli-	 {
^'.
zat^,on; {caused by working at too low a temperature and - then a high temperature
exposure) would result a,n degradation of properties, The ODS alloys are designed
':.^	 to. be. microstructuxally stable up to at least 1371 °C (2500°^'). All the con
ditaans.testecl indicated the stress-rupture strengths of MA 757 alloy were
ma^.ntained and in -most cases rupture lives were increased, Duc'c^.ltp i^
prove^ients obtained through forging 1^fA 757 in the:.recrystalli,ze^d condition as .
:.I	 determined in . the tensile tests results was not evident in stress rupture 	 {
indicating its dependence on strain rate, 	 ^
>..	 ^ {
^	 YDN].CrA7. was stress rupture te'stEd only xn the .recrystallized and forged ^^
condition for . reasons previously explained, 5peazmen ZORx-Z was inadvertently	 ` -,^^^
loaded at - 68..9 gma {10 ksi) and lasted one - hour at 1093°C {2000°F), Compared 	 -^,..
tows-x eceived. recx.ystallized {XD3: iCrAi General Electric test data, the typical 1
'stress far a one hour life at 1093°C {2000°F) would be 55,1 MPs. (8.'0 ksi), thus
indicating that a significant strength increase was pxa;^ably achieved in the	 ^}
forged YDNiCxAl, the strength level was, however, s'^i'il helbu that of the MA 757 	 ^ ^ ^
...and: ^A 8077 allo:ys.:
	
Y	
^
Rolled and bent plate HI)A $077 NNS were evaluated in stress rupture. Speci--
	 _^
mex^.s were prepared" from the radius produced by trans^rerse 'bending and tested	 $
{.longit^xdinal micrastwuctuxe) at . 1093°C (2000°F) and 68..9 MPa {].0 ltsi) Zaad,	 ^	 ^
The tests results indicated.lIDA 8077 bent plate strengths were comparable to
^.` ^	 the NLA 757 forged NNS,	 ,^}
^	 Stress Rupture.Evaluation.-.Long Transverse
MA 757 simulated .N^IS forging.F4B forged tca a 50^ xeducticn in thickness
at 1900 °I' iii the recrystallized condition A as stress rupture tested in -long- 	 ^^ ; ^^ .:
txansver.se microstructure at I.03$ . C {2000 F) and 34.5. MPa (5 ksi) .direst 7.oad. 	 ^
The. rupture life was comparable to vendor furnished baseline data and is shown
in Table Vx^I, Typiael baseline da'^a for extruded,..rolled, 30.5 mm {l,2 inch) 	 ^
thicl^ x 76,2 mm (3,0 inch) Width, and recrystallized MA 757 iYl the long-trans-
,.
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TAB^,E VST .:	 IANGITUDSNAL S`^RE58 RUF'.^[JRE P^t4PERTIES OF: ODS ALLOYS .^
^
i`....
FORGED AT 1093 °Ga	 fa$.g 1^iPa {2004°r,• ^	 1?_)
^a^^^
,-
{ ^' )
C
y)	 Sample No.	 Ma-^eri,a3. PrQCess Condition Lifer Hrs
,.
-
:,,	 {2)^o
. ^ 757 Arc
-	 -	 F2-^.:	 MA 757. Forged C25^} ^- :Rx . 28
r4B-1 	 ^ 757 Forged + Rx 1Zg
` F4B=2 	 MB. 757 roz^ged -^-_Rx 27.
^	 F4B-^	 MA 757 Forged ^ Rx 46
' FBRx.a	 MA. 7S7 Rx -^ Forged $6 ^	 .	 .
F$iz^ 3
	 r^ 757 1^ -r rnrged 109.
F$RxHT-Z	 r1A 757 ^tx +Forged -^ S.T. 85.,
-	 FBRxHT--3	 A1R 7^7 Rx + Forged + H.T,
^
1 ^Z
s
_
^:	
^ .
	 ^ ^ .. 2 Cat 8.4 k i ):
-	
`F14Rx-1
	
YU Rx. ,- Fogged 1 ^
H3-1	 HDA $477. Bent plate &O
^`	 H3 3	 HDA 807'] Bent plate 57
B6-1	 HDA $07? Hent p^.ate 93 °C(2Q4°F} 55
g	 85--3 ..	 HDA 8477. Bent .plate $2
'^
TABLE VIIT.: LONr TF^NSVERSF, STRESS RUF?'fiURE FRQPERTZES OF ODS ALLOYS ,'	 ?
F4RGGD AT 1093°Ca 34.5 MPa (2004°F, 5 tcsi,)
-
4	 ^
{ 2)
-	
^ 757 Rx ,., ^^
^'^B	 I^tA 757 Forged -^ Rx 7
-
9
k' ^	
^
r	 ^
,^ ^^}
Process candi-tinns unless - tinted otherwise
^
Temperature 103$ °C (1944.°I'}
Faz^ge re3uctinn al^oat 4s^ I
Bend rada.us 41,9 mrn C 1, 65 inches.} I
RecrystaZlxzed (Rx} ^	 i
Neat Treated CH«T..} 1325 °C C240O°T''} -
(^ } ^	 ^Vendox- dada
3
6 1 ^`
_.
s
,;
^	 -,,. :..a..^.^,,.^.^...... ^...^^.:.,^..
ir^
y ^ '.	 verse. direction .. at 1038 °C {2Q00°k'} _and 34.5. MPa (5: ksi} is aba^t 10. ^x^uxs ^'
rupture life. . A speG^:men prepared fxom extxuded, rolled, foxgeci and re- Ii.
t cxystallizsd F^^3 ' lasted 7 hours indicating that the desixable propErt^.es and
F ,nte^;r? ty . Mere maintained.
^^	 ^ Cr^5tal3ographic Orien'^ation_Analysis
-
ji
^	
^..
^
^	 ^ I]ynamic.madulus of, elasticity, determina^ions.of the MA .757 bent plate
simulated SINS were conouc.ted to establish the effec'Es of txhzisuense strain
^.n subsec^uen-^ recrystallizata.on heat:.treatment. 	 QDS alloys awe .highly processed- !'.
in a Single direction to achieve the (OOl) low modulus longtuda.nal'texture and ^,
have. a IQVt. tolexarice: for lateral and tangential material . flour, 	Relatively , small
:;, s-^rains in a direGt^on other than longitudinal Trill.promote non-deszraiale crys- ^'
' tallographic te^stttres. and hagher modulus material than tolexab].e for turbine !"
vane application. ,	 A 6,35 rnm (0,250 - inch) diameter x 76.2 mm {3.fl znc^;^ long
test . specimen. Svas prepared from the flat {unstrained) reg^.on .and one .xrotn the-
ben.t (laterally strained .} region of the bent plate and . dynamically tested fxom ^
R,T
	 to 982°C {1800°F} as illustrated in Figure 25.	 Dynamic modulus values ^
are d.ete^an.ined by the following calculation:
-.
Dynamic modulus of elasticity calculation:
tiYi,3
	2E ^
{
.	 , Ofl41627	 i' f. ^
I]	 .
fn^hexe. E	 =	 Modulus., Pascals (.psi} ^
W:	-	 Spec. Weight, I{a,lograms (lbs;
L	 =	 Spec. Zength, Meters Cinches) ^' ;
i
D	 -	 Spec. Diameter; Meters (inches) '' --,:.;
f	 ^-	 Faxst Fle^-wce Resonance {HZ)
^,
'.The modvlu5 of elasticity values of strained and unstrai.ned NNS xe.gians^ ^
as a function of temperature are shown in Figure 26,	 'She modulus values ^xom i
both.xegions are:well within the vane component specification.af 172,.350 G Pa i
(25,000 r OOfl psi:}br lower at R.T,
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2,5 Task 3_I - F101 LP'1' ^Tane Near--Net Shape Process Establishment
The purpose of Task TT of the program was to establish an I`l01 law
pressure turbine vane near--net shape process from the secax^dary conversion
techniques investigated in Task i, Plate bending was. selected bacause it
was determined to be the mast cost effective as well as being simplex and
more amenable to all OD5 alloys and vendors. The plate bending approach
is estimated to save about 20% of the manufacturing oast for producing the
N^FS vane through improved material utilization and reduced machining costs,
The shape produced was a uniform cross-section plate bent to the curvature
and tetist of the vane including a minimum ,635 mm (0,025' x } envelope,
2,5,1 ODS Alloys & Preparation
The advanced OD5 alloys, I^3A 757 and YDNiCrA1 were selected for the Task
TT LPT vane near^net shape process establishment. MA 757 in a commercially
available size, 30.5 mm (1,2") thick x 73.7 mm (2,9"} wide rectangular bar,
was used, Vendor property data showed stress rupture strength adequate for
the F101 LPT vane applicaticit, The YDNiCrA1, however, designed fox improved
ductility and thermal fatigue resistance, was believed to be deficient in
longitudinal strength, To improve the YDNiCrAI streng't'h, the Y2O3 dispersaid
content was. increased (doubled) to 2.0%. Some sacrifice in ductility was
expected, however,
The vendors were requested tv prepare nominally 7,37 mm (,291"} thick x
65.55 ntrn {2.62") wide plates in the as-rolled {unrecrystallized) condition.
Huntington A11oys experienced difficulties producing MA 757 of the 7..37 mm
(0,29") thickness with suitable microstructure. Huntingtan's rolling mill and
furnace facilities were designed for thicker products and were not easily
adaptable to rolling plate. Their conveyor roller spacing prevents the roll-
ing of starting lengths shorter than about 1.5 meters C5 ft,) which results in
long lengths at plate thickness. Huntington's inability to reheat and trans-
fer the long thin MA 757 strip to the mill fast enough would cause excessive
loss of temperature during rolling. Because of this situation Huntington
supplied General Electric with 30.5 tnm (1,2"} thick x 73.7 tttm (2,9") wide as-
rolled and steel clad MA 757 for 'General Electric plate roiling, Rolling para-
meters were established using a 20.3 cm (8") diameter x 25.2 cm {l0") long,
two-high roll mill and nearby electric furnace.
The Genexas Electric plate rolling, was °successful. Segetents of the
30.5mm (1.2") thick bar were rolled at 101OC (1850°F), 1065C (1950°F),
1150°C {210U°F} and 1205°C (220°F) using a 10% reduction per pass to the
7..37mm {0.29") thickness. The ODS alloy was xolled with the mild steel ex-
trusivn jacket intact and was xeheated between each pass. After rolling the
plate was exposed to a recrystallizatian anneal heat treatment and micro-
structuxally evaluated, 74iaterial processed at 1010°C {1850°F) exhibited a
goad grain size, shape and (001) crystallographic orientation. The materials
processed at 1065 °C (1950 °F) and higher contained increasing an^otznts of an
undesirable micrastructure^ The xolled 7.37tttm 09.29") thick material was
evaluated far bend formability. Sections of all Maur plates in the as-rolled
and pickled condit3.ox1 were wxapped in (ibex frax insulation, heated to 115th°C
{21170°F} in air and bent to about a 13mm C1 /2^^) radi.ug to simula-^a the
FIOI LP'f vane 3zear-net shape. _Plates xolled at 103.0°C {1550°^') and 1065'C
(1950°k') bent well; no cracks were detected. Plates prepared tt.. •L• 1150 °C (2100°F^
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and 1206.°C (2200°F) had dynamically recrystallized during' rolling and caused.
severe cracking when subjected to bending. The successfully bent plates
were recxystallization annealed, microstructurally evaluated and the bend.
areas compared to the as-rolled and crystallized plates.- No obvious differ-
ences were detected, Bendia^g had not been detrimental to achievement of the
desired microstructure.
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7'o demonstrate repraducibility and optimize plate processing temperatures
39. Smm (1, 2") thick bar sections were rolled at 930 °C (18D0 °I') and .101O °C
(1850°F), A cursory eva3.uation of these later prepared plates in the as--rolled
and recxystaXl^.zed conditions.ir.^dicated the p^.ate.rolling process was repro-
ducible and produced good microstructures.
General Electric prepared a sufficient quantity of MA757, 7.37mm (0,29")
thick plate preform material for the completion of the program. Huntington
Alloys planned to continua to develop a plate rolling process although com^
mercial CDS allay plate was not to be available until after the programs.
completion.
Four-3Q,5mm (l.2'°) thick, x 73.7 {2,9") w^.de rectangular shaped bars were
rolled at 1025°C {1875°F) to 7,37mm (0.29' =) thick x 91,4mm {3,6") wide. The
ODS alloy was heated in air and rolled with the mild steel extrusion clad intact
i:sing. 10% reduction per pass., After rolling, the steel jacket. was removed in a
HNO^ and H2O solution and the Q^3S alloy plates were inspected far integrity and
dimensional talexance. integrity was excellent; no cxack^.ng was. detectable by
zyglo examination.. The plate surfaces were undulated, varying about .25mm
{0.03.0") because of the severe oxidation of the steel ,jacket during rolling.
The MA757 rolled prates were examined for microstructurel variation. Samples
from each end and-the middle of-all four p1a'^es were exposed to a recrystalli-
zat^.an anneal heat treatment of 1205 °C (2200 °F--1315. °C (2400 °F} ^ 38 °C 07.00 °F)
increase per hour. All the recrystaliizatian annealed samples exhibited a
desirable grain size, shape and cz•ystallographic orientation in macroscopic
and microscopic evaluations. The plates were also sampled and exposed at the
1].50°C C2,^.n0°^') bend. process temperature and examined. for undesirable recrys-•
tallization, None was detected. ftecrystallization is detrimental to bending
in which transverse tensile strains are encountered..
Special Metals, utilizing a laboratory size rolling facility prepared and
Supplied the plate configuration, but also experienced problems with achieving
the desired microstructure, Samplings fxot^r the plate material heat treated to
1345°C (2450°F) exhibited a "cored" microstructure somewhat like that produced
in the extrrxded Task l gullwings and described in an earlier section of the
z*eport.. The central reg3.on of the YDNiCxr'11 pla'^e = s 'transverse crass-sec'^ic^
contained highly reflective grains in the macroetched condition typical of high
modulus orientations. Althaugh the microstructure o£ the 'YDNi.CxAl was not
saicisfac'^ory for vane application, , . , the material was retained in the .Task ZT
near-net shape process establishmeait effort for experience in handling that
alloy,. There was: an envelope of about 2,5mm (O,l") thick of desirable miarc--
structure in the YDNiCrAI plate. Because these outer areas are the apes
worked in bending,: the YDNit:rAl plate was believed to be suitable .far character--
azation of the process,
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#^2.5.2 Tooling & 1}quipment
The. toolxxsg etas fabricated from A1S1. H-7.2 _alloy and was'. designed as
shatvn in Figure Z7 to dorm a NNS with approximately a.1.25mm (,05"}
envelope from which General Electric could finish machine LPT vanes
(#994?N^^). The preform and the-shape to be formed are shown in Figure 28.
.The,s.tarting material plate width is the same as the. die cavity width with.
allotvanceS for thexTnal expansion, . The tco].ing was hewed tYith electrical
resa.stance-caxtxzdge heaters and maintained at about 2050. (400F}, `fhe-die
and punch were sprayed with graphite lubricant. No reduction in cross-section
..ryas p].ann.ed for the plate bending operation.. The TRW hot bending facilfty
is shown in Figure 29.
.2.5_.3 Near--Ne'^ Shape Processing
.Thirty as-rolled (unrecrystallized} 14fA757 and YBNiCrAI plate segments
7. amm (, 29"} the ck x 55mm (2.2") vride x $Omm (3.2' x ) 7L•vng - were bent to the
near •-net shape. The ODS alloy plate segments were heated. to various tempera-
t^res. of 1120 °C (2050 °C) , 13.5U °^C {2100 °^+") and ].175 °C (2150 °F} for l5 minutes
in a.box furnace and bent the curvature and twist of the FIOI L3^'F vane.,
Transfer 'times from the furnace to the near--ne'^ shape die were nom^.nally
3-4 seconds. and the bending time was o^ the order of four seconds.
The process temperatures were selected by O1]S a11oy plate bending experi-
ments at General Electric which indicated the des3.rable microstructure and
textutre cout] .d be maintained if the transverse bending was performed at a tempera-
ture low enough to prevent recxystallizatian and high enough to minimize co^.d
work,
Preform process conditions included: 1} bare, 2.7 glass coated (two types)
and 3}wrapped in fiber fxax, The materials, process conditions and results
are reported in Table Tlf, The MA75T and 'S'.DNiCrAI NNS segment are shown in
Figure 30.
h'FA75^ Bend Processing
Nineteen MA757 plates were processed to near--net shape. Cross--sectional.
plat (IOX) samplings showed the target configuration was achieved and suitable
for the manufacturing of F101 LPT vanes, Three cross-sectional plots, as shown
in Figure 31, were made at ends ^.nd middle of each near-^xet shape sampled.
These were superimposed on lOX mylar engineering drawings of the ^,PT vane con- .
tours..:
Df the nineteen. pieces grocessed, si^-teen`were bent - at I7.50°C (21.00°F)
and below without the glass type A coating. Fourteen.bent well without crack
ing. Twn hT.IS, .Nos. 16 and l7' bent at ].150 °C (2100 °F) did oxperience some
small Surface tears. NNS No. 29 was bent bare at I.175°C (2I50 t F) and su:^--
ferred severe surface tears.. As suspected, the 1NiA757 as^xolled plate had
recrystall^.zed during heating to 1X75°C (2I50°F}. :This-situation not sur-
pirxsingly promoted. severe cxaclring during bending,
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TABLE ^^. OD5 ALLOY LPT VANS NNS PROCESS CONF}3:TZONS
'I
{^'}
Bend Temp. Pre^arm Surface Characteristics }--^
Y.3].
`
Material °C (°I') Conditions Shape Integrity Re^rystallz^ed {	 .
—"'^ Macrostructure
`(^	 3^ ^ 757 1120 {2050) Bare {2) .Goad Gaad Good_. ^^,,.
!	 32 MA 757 1120 {2050) Glass I3 Goad Good Goad W'l
^	 ^. MA 757 3150 (2100) &-►re Gaol Goad dual {5) .^...
^.	
:
2 ^ 757 1150 (210D) Bare Gaad Good Gaad
.
^-^
3 ^ 757 1150 (210Q) Bare Gaad Good 17ua^1 {5 } ^---
^ MA 757 1150 (21Q0) Hare Good Gaod Gaod
-._._.
5 ^ 757 1150 (2100) Bare Good Goad Gaod ^.
^	 ^ ^ 757 3.150 {2100} Hare Good Good Retained by TRW
--
E
^_
13 MA 757 13-50 {2100} Bare Gaad Gaod Gaod
I^ MA 757 1.50 {2100) Bare Gaod Good Marginal{1^} ^^.:_.
15 ^ 757 1150 (a1Q0) Hare Gaod Gaad Dtax'ginal ^,	 .
^.
lb MA 757 1150 (2100} Bare Goad Few smell surface - team Gaad 4.N_-_
17 ^ 757 1150 {21^} Bare Good Few sma3.1 surface tears Gaod '
^--	 _-
25 hL4 7S7 1250 (21a0) Bare Gaod Goad Good
-..
	
_..:
28 ^ 757 .13.50 (2100) Hare Good Gaad Dual {5 } ;
18 MA 757 115U {2100) Fiber Frax Wrapped Good Goad Marginal ^__:
1q MA 75.7 3.150 {2100} Glass A Gaod Long. surface tears -. canvex -Dual
side
^.
20 MA 757 1.15a (2100} Glass A Gpod Lang. surface .tears -- conve:c
	 Marginal
-side '
29 MA 757 1175 { 215Q) Bare Goad Severe surface tears -- canve^: Marginal ^---
side
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TAHLE I}C. ODS ALLOY LI'T VANE M15 FROGESSING ^ Cd^IDlTlONS
Head Temp. Preform Surface Characteristics
Z.D. I^aterial^l} °C (°k') Conditions Shape Integrity Recrystallized
-	
---
A3acros^Eructure
35 YD 1120 {2050) Bare Good Good llua1.
33 YD 1120 [2050} Class A Gaod Goad Dual
9 YD 1150 (2100} Bare Good Good Dual
10 YD 1150 (2100} .Aare Good Good Dual.
I1	 ^ YD 1150 (2100} Hare Good Good Dual
12 YD 1150 {2100} Hare Gaod, Good Dual
27 YD 1150 (2100) Hare Gaod Good Dual
2l YD llg0 {2100) Glass A Good Lpn,g. surface tears - convex	 Dual
side
01	 22 YD 1150 (2100) Glass. B Good Long.. surface tears - convex	 Dual
side
50 YD 1175 {2150) Bare Gaod Gaad Dual
31. YD 1175 (2150) Hare Good. Good Dual
{1} As-rolled condition (ranrecrystallizedJ.
{2J Unclad
	 '
(3} Desirable ^001a texture, gram size and shape
[^} Probably meets the 17.2 x 10^ MPa (25, a^ 106
 .psi) modulus requirement but is nat
recommended for service.
{5)
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a. Overall View of Facility
Figure 29 TR^1` Hot Plate Bending Facility
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(a) CONCAVE SIDE
Figure 30	 DtA757 And YDNiCrAl ^3ent Plate NHS
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NN5 TWIST - 3°
rigure 31 Cross-Sectional Plot (10X) Sampling of LPT Vane NNS ^',cwnfiguration --
Reduced to 2,3X
1
Three surface preparations were used to reduce the heat loss from the
part to the warm tooling - glass coat+t^FS (type A and B) and fiber frax
insulation, The type A glass coating was a sodium aluminum borosilicate.
The glass coatings effectively reduced ^tieat loss although the glass A type
at the 1150°C {2100°F} bend temperature, NAdS P:as, i9 and 20, caused surface
tears during bending.
TRN' determined that st;rface reerystallization was the rouse after micro-
probe and spectrrgraphic anal ysis on Ka. 19 showed appreciable su°face chemis-
try changes. Mrstallographic and hardness exam?natfons of 40, 39 re^•ealed su r-
face recr3^stallization of a uniform layer to about a ,3timm (.fl22' • ) depth had
occurred as shown in Figure 32a. A microhardness survey indicated the recrti• s-
tailized layer to be 48fte. The microstructure of Ho. l9 and nature of crack-
ing is shax7t in Figure 32b, As previously described, a recr y stallized micro-
structure is detrimental to the farming of the OD5 alloys euhen transverse
strains are encountered, The reason for the glass A coating promoting sur-
face recrystallization at 2100 °P is not known, though it could have been a
subtle contamination effect which did sat shwa up in the surface chemistry
analyses, Fiber irax wrap provided the best insulating; qualities, Rear-net
shape iia, la visibly retained heat longer than the glass cogted or bare parts.
However, satisfSCtory results were achieved without any surface preparation
(bare). Surface insulation is not needed fn bending LPT vane near n gt shape
when process times are very short.
After bending, the near -net shape mere recr} -stallization heat treated
and macrostt^tacturally evaluated. Heat treating was pert •ortaed using a pra-
gressive temperature tyc1P - 1205 °C (2200 °F), 1250 °C (2300°IF and 1315 °C (2400°F)
for one hour each tear}}=store, The recrystallized macrostructures obtained
were cat^.gorized as • 'good s
 "marginal" Or "dual' . . r1 r.	 ,.good attic cost ructure
is one t;tat meets turbine vane specification requirements, i.e,, in the
	 ^^
recrystallized and macroPtched {HCL^•H2O2} condition, the cross - section normal	 `
to the process direction shall have a dull matte appearance with .^ o signifi-	 .^^
cant differential etching effects and the modulus of elasticity shall not be
greater than 17 , 24 x 104 MEN (25 x 105
 psi), The term •marginal" describes
a macrostructure which may be acceptable by modulus measurements but lacks a
	 {'^
unifo*'aly etched macrostructure. It is not recommended that a "margi . nal'^	 ^,
microstructure be used in engine service and any process that produces a
	 '
'^mztrginal s
 macrostructure should be optimized. A "dual' macrostructure is
	 ^.
one that has an obviously strong etch mismatch and does not meet either the
	 '^
visual or modulus requirements.	 -	 1
Macrostructures of the NN5 tra:tsverse cross-sections are scows in
Figure 33, Nine of the 18 parts (nos, 2, 4, 5, 13, 16, 17, 25, 32 and 5•'?}
evaluated (#6 was retained by TRi!'} contained the desired macrostructure.
Five 0514, 15, 18, 2V and 29) recrystallized to a marginal macrostructure,
Four {nos. 1, 3, 1J and 28} contained the unacceptable dual macrostructure,
Although 74 of the i£^ evaluated near-net shapes would probably meet the com-
ponPnt specification modulus requirements, it was recognized that further
optimization would be required,
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tiongitudinal and traxasverse macrostructure and microstructures typical
of the MA757 NNS are shown in Figure 34 and a~igure 35 respectively. Samples
are in the etched condition. and show the desired grain size and shape,
Crystallographic orientation. direction is nat evident in the photomicxo-
graphs but readily distinguishable in the - macro--etched condition,
Several General Electric prepared p1atA segments were bent to a simulated
NNS prior to the TRW processing. the bending operation was improvised.
U^xlike the fast TRW process,. bend ra •Ees were slaw and temperatures probably
somewhat lower 'than the 1150°C (2100°F) the parts were heated to even though
they were wrapped with fiber fxax. All the Genera]. Electric bent shapes ex
hibited the desired texture after a recrystallization heat treatment and
macroetch,
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^'DNiCrAI Bend Processing
Eleven YI}NiCrA1 plate segments were processed to the F101 I,PT vane NNS,
The process conditions are indicated in Table 1X, Bend temperatures were
1120°C (2050°F), 1150°C (2100 ' F), and 1175°C (2150°S'), Good shape ^^nd integ-
rity were produced at all three ^.:emperatures. The only cracking detected was
on the convex side of near-net shapes #21, and 22 where glass B coating was
used at 1150°C (2100°1!), The same resu7 .t was noted on MA757 coated with glass A
and bent at ll5(3°^' (2100 °^`) , This cracking reinforced the conclus =on that 0175
NiCxAI alloys were naf compatible with the glass coatings at temperatures of
1150°C (2100 °F), or oboe,, Sloth alloys- (NN5 #32 and 33) bent well at 1120°C
(2050 °F) with glass coating. The typical macrostructure and microstructures
of the ^'D 13'ta 'S obtained after a recrystallization heat treatment and etch are
shown itt Figure 36 and 37 respectively. AI1'YDNiCrA1 NNS examined contained
'the unacceptable dual structure which is believed to be caused mainly by an
improper Selection of the plate rolling temperature. Yt is also believed that
with the correct rolling and bending temperatures, YI3NiCrAI could successfully
be processed to NNS and cflntain the desirable microstructure and crystallo-
graphic orientation. Although -the YDNiCrAl structures were determined to be
unacceptable, the NNS were evaluated in tensile and stress rupture.
1^A754 Bend Processing
For information, I^^A'754 (hi--20Cr-fl.6-Y20g} was included ^.n the Task II NNS
process establishment, 'though this effort was outside the scope of the program,
The 1^4A75^ plate x^?lling and bending - was performed using the conditions es--
tablished for MA757 (Ni-lG Cr--4Al - 1Y20g alley. No attempt was mode to tailor
the process temperatures far the hIA75d,
A 30.5mm thick x 73 . 7mm wide x 15,2 cm tong (1,2 in x 2 , 9 in x 6 in) bar
was rolled at 1010 °C (1850 °^') to a 7.Gmm C . 3^'} thickness. Rolling was conducted
with the steel clad intact, using 10% reductions and was reheated each pass,
The rolled plate was pickled, cut to preform shape, bent to NNS and recrystallized,
The annealing heat treatment was a progressive cycle of 1205 °C, 1260 °C and 1315°C
(2200 °F, 2300 °I:' and 200 °F) for one hoax each temperature.
Characterization of the MA75^ I^]NS processed parts indicated goad integrity
and precision shapes wEre obtained, Macroetching and conical shaped inden'tar
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penetrations indicated the desirab^,e COOT) crystallographic orientation
vas not obtain ^. Tt is believed iVIA754 can be successfully NNS processed
by samply selecting the proper plate rolling temperature, Subsequent
investigatians determined RiA754 to 'have more tolerance fax canversian :`nan.
the NiCrA3:-Y20g alloys;. iiut it re^tiu? res a different process temperatures.
Zn a Ceneral.Electric 4DS Turbine Nozzle Manufacturing Program (A^iL
F33615-76--C-5235) FIO1 HPT vanes were successfully forged front ^tedge
shaped preforms, diagonally cut from rectangular bar,
2.5.4 Near-Net Shape Characterization
Tensile Evaluation. Longitudinal and long transverse tensile
specimens were prepared-from flat Constrained during bending) and bent
` (strained during bending) regions of the RiA757 NN5 and tensile tested at
RT and 3.083°C (2000°F) as shown in Table X. The test results were compared
to vendor furnished baseline data typical of properties achieved in 3O.5mm
(1.2' = ) thicl^ ^: 76.2run (3,D") wide rectangular bar. Rectangular 2riA754 bar
is currently the mil]. product produced uy Huntington Alloys,. lnc., to Genera].
Electric specification and nsed in the manufacture of vanes. Tensile speci-
men designs were-the same as used 3.n the Task I properties evaluation and
were described in Section 2,4.5. The cross-sectional ratio of the .160" gage
diameter and even the .1D0" gage diameter of the long transverse specimens
proved not to be large enough for the RT testing. Three of the four longi-
tudinal test specimens failed in the threaded section indicating some sexasi-
tivity of the GDS alloys to notch effects at roam temperature. Therefore,
.only limited RT property comparisons could be made. Longitudinal test specimens
No. 9 machiined Pram the flat region of tlxe i^IIrTS failed in the gage section.
Based on the Single results yeild streng't`h Leas indicated tp be -about I51.7hI1]a
{22 ksi) lower than the average baseline data. Ultimate strength and ductil-
i,ties indicated to be improved about 75.8 &iPa {11 ksi) and 8 Q (elongation)
respectively. Specimens X10, 11 and 12 tested at RT failed in the threads.
:F The only indications possible were that the itT averaged ultimate strengths
were greater than 1151.3 ^iPa {lfi7 ksi).
	 Specimens from the transversely
i. wtrained.N^FS regions. appear to have ultimate strength levels comparable t.a i
a^ she unbent regions.	 Limited tensile testing of ODS alloys in general has ^^	 1
^` been conducted and strength variances are not defined. ^	 '
1,,
^; Longitudinel specimens n13, 14^ 15 and. 16 were tensile tested at 10J3°C ^'
(2000°F) and compared to baseline data. 	 Nos. 13 and i4 were prepared from the
flat region of the NH5-and 15 and 16 from the radiused regions.
	
All four
F', specimens pr<,d,uced similar tensile properties indicating that bending had no
effect on longitudinal tensile properties and were representative of rolled
and recrystallized bfA757 plate properties.
	 The tests results when _averaged
Y' indicated a yield strength of-82.0 MPa (11.9 xsi} an ultimate of 92 .4 AiPa
(;^3.4 ksi), .elongation of 21,4 o . antl . reductian of area of 60..30.
	 Compared
^'.^ to the baseline data furnished by the vendor the strengths maintained in the
obi NNS were lower and ductilities were considerably higher.
	 However, the ven--
^'^ dar tensile data was limited and is 1^3gh^er than expected.
	 ^IDA8077 alloy, y
similar in composition and preparation s
 has strength . levels of ab.aut 100,0 MFa +
'^^ (14.5 ksi) ultimate and 14^ elongatirn .
	 It is believed the tensile strengths .4
^ were maintains(+ in the N!`tS process and. ductilities were improved. ',^
^I }f ^
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TABU X ODS ALLOY LPT VANR NF.AR^NP:7' fil[hF'Ts 1' ^NSTi,T; PRDPrRTTFS
{3.)
AINS S^mgling	 Test Test Temp. 0.2'Ai Yd Str. Ult• Str.
i.	 _	 _-.
S.P1•	 . . Mater;^al. 'Location	 Direction °C	 ( °F} r1Pa {k5i) MPa (ksi)_
-	 -
R1.ti96
	 R^	 ^. ..._
f
-
r^ 757 Baseline{2} L RT ^-$96.2 (130.0} ^1137.5 {1G5. q } ^-^ 4.0 ~,-^	 2.O	 #-.	 -	 --
9 PtA 757 F1^t {3) L RT 747.3 {1n8.4} 1216.1 {x76.4} 12.3 -15.3 ^.	 .-.
10' AIA 75'7 Flat L RT - >1].02 .4{158 .9) Thread failure	 ^.
ll MA 757'- Radiused^4} L RT - >1187. 1(172.2} Thread failure	 _
12 ME1 757 Radiused L RT >1156.1(167.7.} Thread Failure	 I..
^^ 757 Base line L 1093 {FOOD } ^•1.03 , Ik ,15.0) ^'117.2 { 17.0 } ^^ g
13 riA 757 Flat L 1x93 (2oDO) 80.0 { 11. G } 91.7 (13 .3) 21.1 57. l
14 MA 757 Flat L 1093 [2000) $4.$ (12.3) 94.E{13.7) 22.5 6$.2	 ^;.
l5 rtA 757 Radiused L 1093 (2000) 79.3 {11..5} 91.0{13.2) 22.9 S9.4	 ;^
16 rr^ 757 Radiused L 1093 (2DOO) 84.8 112.3) 91.0 (13.2) 19,0 56.4	 I 4:
- rat 757 aaseline LT RT ^861.$ {125.0) ^1054	 (153.0 N 7.0 ^^ 7.a	 E^
l7 ^ 7S7 Radiused LT ItT - ,$90.0{129.1) Thread Failure	 l
,n
° MA 757 baseline LT 1093 [2000) ^96.5 {11,1...0) ^•].03.4(15.0) ^^ 2
i
-
19 rSA 757 F1At LT Io93 (2000) 93. 1 (13.5) 99.3 {I.4.4} 26.7 8.9	 ,
20 MA 757 Radiused LT 1043 E2oao) 82.7 {12 ,0} 97.9{14.2} 25.3 $.9
2i rfA 757 Radiused LT 1093 {2aaO} 90.3 {13.1} 100.0{14.5} 28.0 10.I	 .
- YD Ni^CrAl Baseline L 109,3 {2000 J M ^'$2.7 (12.0) ^•20 ^'2$
2$ YD NiCrAI Flat L 1093 (2000) 74.4 {lo.$} 82.0(11.,0 14.6 39.7
29 YD NiCrAl Radiused L 1093 {2000) 75.1 (10.9} 84. 1(12.2) 1$.1 29.9	 ,
- YD NiCrAl Baseline LT lOg3 {2000) - $6.2{I2.5} $.$
;-
6.3
3z YD Ni.CrAl Flat LT 1093 (2000) 92.6 (13.4) 98,6{14.3) 1q.3 6.5
32 YD NiCrfkl Radiused LT 1093 {2000) 87.6 { 12 .7) 92.4{13.4) 26.7 16.5	 ^	 .
y
(l)
	
Recrystallized condition ^- 1205°C (2200"F), 1260°C (2300°F} and 1315°C {u400°F), f^^ one hr. each temp.
	 -.
{2)	 Vendor furnished data, typical of 3'0.5 mm {1.2^^} thick x 76.1 mm {3.OT^} wide size var.
{3)	 Tensile specimen preglzred from t'Iat reflian of NNS -- nat transversely strained duriny bending.	 `
(4)	 Tensile specimen prepared from radi.used rzfla.o n of NNS - transversely strained during bending.	 .._
,.
i
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Specimens #17, l9, 2Q and 21 were prepared {assembled and brazed) to
evaluate the long transverse MA757 NNS microstructure of the flat and
radiused regions. Specimens No, l7, prepared from the bent region was
tes^ced at RT and failed in the thread region, 'The ultimate strength was
determined to be greater than 889.3 Aik^a {129,0 ksi), Specimen #19, 2D,
and 2l were tested at 1093°C (2QOQ°F}, No. 19 was prepared from the
bent region, A11 three specimens produced comparable properties.
Yield strengths averaged 88.9 RIPa (12,9 ksi}, ulti.mate strength of 98,3
RlPa {].^,^ ksi), elongation of 26,7 o and 9,3 a reduction of area, Compared
to the baseline vendor data,. the Nh'S strengths were similar and the ductili-
ties were significantly improved, Zt is believed that longitudinal and long
transverse tensile strengths at RT and - 2093°C {20QQ°F) were maintained in
I3NS plate tilling and bending and ductilities were significantly improved
when tested in tension.
The YA1+tiCrAl LIB vane N1`i5 3vere tensile evaluated in the same manner
as the ^iA757 NNS. Longitudinal and lon;-transverse tensile specimens were.
prepared frnm flat and radiused regions of the IdI^iS, tested at 1093°C (200Q°F}
and compared to baseline data. Specimens Na., 28 prepared . from the flat re-
gion and Na. 29 from the radiused region, indicated nearly equivalent langi--
tudinal strengths and ductiliti.es and appeared to be similar to baseline data,
The tensile - tests results znclicate 1'DATiCrAl alto}• also can be rolled and 'bent
to Nh'S and maintain tensile properties comparable to rec-^angu7.ar shaped bar,
Stress Stupture Evaluation. The :^iA757 and YDNiCrAl fiI01 LPl' vane NITS
were evaluated in 1093°C (2Q00°F) stress rupture as spawn in Table 7^T,
Specimens were prepared to evn,luate properties in the longitudinal and long
transverse directions in the flat {nit trans*^e:sely strained d;Iring bending)
and bent (transversely strained d:Irine bending} regions :ts s^IO^vn previa:tsly
iii Figure 23. 3i.A757 lnngitudinal spscime;IS ^'a, l through 4 were direct
loaded. at 68.9 I►iPa C1D I:sl}. Specimena *^ 1 and YZ, prepared frnm the flat
regio:I, had rupture lives c)f Fi9 itoltrs :tnd 9Q Itallrs respectively, Specimens
n3 and Y^, prepared from the •oettt t•e},ion ha:l Lives 3f l6 ho:Irs atld 28 hoilrs
respectively, R^tp:ure lives :^f specimens R3 :trld T3 •vn:e slightl y
 lower than
1i;►es Far specimens I atl:i 2, b^It this was oat beZi.ecud to inn a:I :^1^IISsIa1 varia-
tion. All of the longitudinal sp:cirnen5 indzeateii s.retlgfilts cwaparable to the
basalzne. Duetilities were slightly improved,
	-'	
tii4757 long fransvers^ specimens RS tllro.Igh 3 ware rup.ure tested at
1193°C (2QQ^]°F}. Iris. 5, 6, and 8 were seep loa3ed fn e::pe;lite felting.
Altltoubll tl^e initial stresses and ti^tes at temperatures pY•iar to step load-
ing ulldoullterily h€Id sn7re effect aft the rclpf'.lre zives, on11^ the highest
s'=jr^sssl conditions ^^f fhe step laa:iari fes,s tv+srt camgared to baseline data,
Specimens ;Zo, 7 and 8 prep;tt •ed Front th<? radatlsed regions lasted 3 hours a:td
3•l hours at 27, 6 tilFa (^. 0 Iasi) , All four MA7u^' long transverse rupture
specimens land strangths comparable to baseline data of about 30 hours at 2.7.6
RiT'a. (^,0 ksi). Because of fhe nature of the specimen fractures, the elonga-
tion and. reduction of areas could na't be measured on mast of the long trans-
verse failures.
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SINS Sampling Test Test '^empera^:ure. Stress, Li^'e
S.N.
-
i^iater'ia^,
^	 _. _
__
Loca^Eion	 ^ir2ctibn
-	
_a_	 _ _b _.	 `._^._.^	 _	
__
a^ (i^F} Ml?a {ksi)
- _-
	
_ -_.^
Haurs ^1^°r6	 R.A., °rn ^	 -i ^_
,. MA 757 De,seline t,.) L 1093 (2004? 6f3.9	 (l0) 30 3
t
v
_
1 3^fA 757 Flat L ].093 {20030) G$,g	 (l0) G9 7 19
2 rtA 757 slat i^) L X093 0000) G8.9	 (l0} 90 l7, 23
F _..
3 ^fA 757 Dent L lOg3 (2oa0} 68.9	 L^.o) 16 l0 26
^ rtA 757 nen^: L 1093 0000} 68.9 (la} 28 7 l0 ^-f
4^ MA .757 ^3aseline LT 1033 {2{^i:`-t^} 27.6	 {^4.0} 30 5 1
5 riA 757 Flat LT 1093 (2Q00) 2^.1	 (3.5) 137 3.oad increased to 4.0 ksi
27.6	 {^.0) 56 IVA NA
6 MA 7:,7 I±lat ^.^' 1093 {2000} 27.6	 (4.0} lg3 load increased to ^.5 ksi
31.0	 (^.5) ll l0 -	 NA ;-^
7 i^tA 757 ^3enE LT IQ93 {2oD0) 27.6	 { IF.D} 5 NA NA
$ MA 757 Bent ^,T zo93 (2000) 2fk.7.	 {3.5) 28^ load increased to ^x.0
..ksi
27.6 (^.o) 3^ NA NA
^..
	 ,.,
YII^NiCrAI Baseline L 1A93 (2000) 5l•7	 {7.5) 50 9 3 to: 60
22 YD^-NiCrA1. T'I.at L IOg3 {2400) 18.3	 ('j.0) 2l2 7.oad 3ncrQased to '^.5 ksi51,7	 (7.g} 67 6 ll
:.
23 YD^NiCrAI Dent I, 1093 {2000} 4$.3	 (7^0 } 35^ ].aad increased to 7.5 ksi
57•l	 {7 . 5} X08 load increased to 7.5 ksi	 ^.
55.1	 (8.0} ^3l load increased to 7.5 ksi
56.8 { 8.5 } 4'^2 7 21 _.
i YD^NiCrAI Baseline 1,T l0 93 2oao(	 ) ^.	 {	 .0}3	 5	 5 l80 5 3
21k Yp.-NiCr^ll i'1,at LT 1093 (2000) 3^.5	 {5.0) 7 l NA
..
25 YTI Bent l,x 1093 L 2000 } 31.0	 (^. 5 } 65 9 NA :_
(1} Reary^talli^ed cosldii:ian
{2} Vender furnfshed data, 'iyPieal of 30.5 mm {"^") thicDc x 76.2 mm (3.0") wide sizes bar. _
`r
(3) Tensile spsea.mett preq^ared from flat region of NNS -not transversely strained during bending,
,y
r.;
(^1) Tensile specimen pre}^ared Ergot bent ragion of NNS ^ transversely strained during bending. ^
a
...a.....es.
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"^'DNiCrAI specimens there prepared anti the longitudina?. and long trans--
	 ^
verse microstructures were stress rupture evaluated at 1093°C (2000°Z<},
Longitudinal specimens #22 and #23, prepared from flat and bent regions of 	 II
t^ .
the NNS, were tested in a step load manner. Specimen Nv. 22 had 67 hours rup-
ture life at 51.7 hiPa (7,5 ksi}. Specimen No. 23 indicated 	 11 hours line	 ^^
at 58.G0lil?a (8.5 ksx}, The tests results compared to the baseline for
approsimate7.y 50 hours. rupture life at 51,7 ^iPa (7,5 ksi.) lead indicated the	 ie
1©ngitudinal strengths were maintained.	 j
^	
f	
^Long transverse YANi.GrAl specimens from flat ^tttd Beni: IvTNS regions were	 ^
109.30 (2000°F} stress rupture evaluated in specimens #.24 and 25, No, 24
prepared from the flat region lasted 7 11atII's at 34,5 AiPa (5,0 ksi} No. 25 	 f^:
prepared from. tha bent region lasted - 65 hours at 31,0 11iPa {4,5 ksi}. Com-
	 {_
paxed to the long transverse base3.zne of about 7,:30 ltaurs at 34.5 hiPa (5,0 ksx),
the NNS indicated a slightly lower strettgtlz,. Althoug^t xt is bela.eved that if	 i -•
the 'Yl]NiCrAl desirable microstructure teas maintained through the plate roll-	 :^
ing and Vending process the long 'transverse strengtlts would have been at least
as high as itt the 30.5mm X1,2") thick s 76.2mm (3.Q") wide Vaseline rectangular
	 ;	 ^
shaped YI}NiCrAI stren;tli. 	 ;;
1.
NNS hioduXus of ];lastl.cit^•, Longitudinal ntod.ulus of elhsticity values	 ^ ';#
of the MA757 NNS ti>ith the desixttVle 3nxgrostruei:ure were establislted using
'the sonic test tecittticlue described in Section 2,4,5. Test pins from flat
	
I'
and bent regions weI•e tested d^*natttiaal3. y i'roht RT to 9820 (1800 `^^) and tlae	 !`
results are shatvn in Figure 38. ^'he results from the flat region are repro- 	 !	 '^
sentative of the plate processing and the I•esults. of the gent region repro-	 ^
!	 !sentat3,ue of the bend processing. The cto.ta are nearly superirngosed S.nd3cating
	 ^
nearly ccluivalent modulus values 1'z•ont l^oP^h ^ii^'S regions. The resu7.ts also show
	 ^.
the modulus values are low and typical of a face centered cuUi.c (007.) crvr>>-
	 j
t allographic ox•i^entatiatt,
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3,0 ESTABLISHED PROCESS I'OR NNS VANES
	 ^
---
r
A plate bending process has been established for the preparation o£	 ,^
F101 7,PT vane IVNS sagnrents, The bent plate is an "economic" shape, i,e,,
high material utilization with 7.ow process cost, The process, illustra--
red in Figure 3^, is amenable to all ODS allays.
	 ^
?d1^iS raeessin was	 ^p g }serformed as i.nclicated inCSection G,0 0£ this
report) Preliminary Aianttfacturing Process, Aiaterzal Specification and
Quality Control Procedures and descriued uelaw:
9 141A75? was procured zn as--hot--rolled {trnrecrystallized) rect-
	 ^
angular shaped bar with the steel extrusion ^acl;et intact.
	 ^
The material u•as processed bar the vendor tsa fulfill the re- 	 1
quirements of Preliminary Product Specz£icatian (Section 7,0),
	 ^	 j
after xecrysta7,lization heat treatment,
	
I
e Plata processing was perfax^rted by hot rolling unrecrystallized
	 ,
ODS alla;• bar to a nominal 7,37mm 00.29 in,) thicl.-rtess x GG,55mm	 ^
(2.62 in.) wide t $8.9tnm C3.5 in. } tnrrlti.gle lengths. T'Ite plate
r	 roll^,ng temperature and reduction rate were se7;ectecl to tnainta^.n	 i
q	 xecrystallizatian response consistent to tendor mill product.
Good results were obtained ^*ith ?,L4757 x-olled at 10I0°C to 1Q23°C	 ^	 ^
01850°F to 1875°F) using 1{3`," redactions and reheating each pass,
	 F
7ternoval of the steel e^-trusian c7.ad Kos acsatnplislted by pickling
	 ^	 ''
in s0-5Q nitric acid and water solutiatt.
	 ^,
e I^iA757 blanks for bend processinfi to ir`^;S were prepared by cutting
the rolled plate to nom^.xtal 55.88mm (2.200 xn, } ^zdths x 82, ]:GGmnt
C3„23a in. } lengths. Surfers defects did oat exceed 0.25^4mmt
	 ^ ^' ^
(0..010 in.} depth.
t
h'NS processing was perforated in IRK' prepared tooling ha, S94^I44
1Treated to about 2O5 °C CdUO°I•'^. Unclad, non-coRted blanks were
	 -
heated to 1I20°C to I150°^ ^2 p5 q °F to 2100°F} i^t ast e7^ectric fur--
>,	 nace i'or fifteen minutes and laent to shape. Part transfer and
	 t	 ^'^3^
bending 'times were eagitt seconds or Tess.
^ Dart pleanixrg teas accomplished 1t7,•
 grii; b:laisting,
^	 ^ 2s'PfS part hestt treatment was cantlucted usinl; a p^^gressive tempera.°
tare cycle -- 1205°C C'?200°^`}, 12G0°C 02$00°F^ and 13IS°C (2400°F)
for one hour at each temperature, Simplified heat 'l;x•eatrnents of
137.5°C C2+10U°F) far one lraur were also deterutined to be saris--
E	 fs^ctory in mast Cs:ses,
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4, 0 CQNTZNUING tiYORK
The plate bending process and directional forging technology es-
tablished in this program wi^1 be utilized in General Nlectric^s
current AFRiL Manufacturing Technology Frogram {F33615-76-C-5235),
FIOI ^IPI` band and LPT vane NNS will be prepared by the plate rolling
and bending prc^eess, FIOi HPT vane NNS tii^^.Il be prepared by forging
wedge shaped preforms, diagonally cut from rectangular shaped i^ar.
Tlse NNS will be machined to finished parts and engine tested,
#^
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Hat plate Iaendiztg is a more ;tttrartive N1^S p>< •acess l^ecattse
the F101 LP"i' vane has a relatively constant thickness
(except for the trs3iling edge}.
^ Plate bending is capable of intpaR• ting vane required cure*A-
hires and '^tt i st ._
^ Plate .bendisig pre^o3rnts must bc: processed in the as-rolled
unrecrystallzed) Torm.
^ Preparation oi' QDS plal;e far bending is a strt^i,ghtfart^'ard
process using cux^•ently av:tilal^lc,= nami.nal 30,5 cm x 76. ^ em
(I.2 inch x ^.[} inclt) box• in the ttnrerx•tstallizecl form,
pt;•aviding reheating be^.^veen rnll ^:tsses is ;available.
m Plate mending claes not measur^ebir affect the mica •ostruc Cure
ar properties of the OI]S plate.
co Directiontal farga.ng is a viable= ^'1vS process fax C3DS vanes
and mare attractive than 1^ending for vanes with large section
thickness variations from leading to trailing edges.
^ liecry5tallized preforms can lie used fpr directional fnrrtincd to
enhance warIzability prasric3ad transverse strains are kept com-
pressive.
^ $axe etitxusion of a shaped preforttt is aloe Ie;tst attractive
of the three processes studied berause it requires precision
preforms- and demaaads more worksalsilitt than aloe oilier processes.
®. ODS prefartn matc^rxals far 13,IS should be c:aplt}ale of ttteetang
specifi,ctation property and ttticrastratctatrc requirements.. ^lte
I+IP15 process altould not be relied an to cure or tailor the
preform.
r Cladding, ceramic, and x•cfx•actarr s,xasulai:iatg mtaterills cztn be
effective in rc:duc:ing heat lasses i.n transfer and [lie contact,
tl^ougla reactions wlticlt . cause surface rerrystallizatia.ti mtast be
guarded against .
® MA956 {ODs-FeCrAl) itas cansictex•ab1S mare workability even in
the unclad cond.i.tion Haan dU the OD5-NiCrAI alloys.,.
^ laxtrusion and dix•ectianal forging tinder the c gncis,tians evaluated
are i,nczipttble of producing• the desired X001) te:^-ture in I^lAp5G.
^^;'1ac]
B.0 PREhIhtINARY f4iAPIUFACTURING PROCESS, HiATERIAL SPECIFICATION APTI] QUAhITY
CONTFOI', F1t.DCEDUI2ES
.:^
k
Prelima.naxy Alanufacturing Process
The preliminary-process outlined below is recommended Por the manu-
Tacture n^ Mr1757 1.PT vane NNS, The process is outlined in ;1 slow chart
in Figure 40,
1, Alloy -- to he purchased to t1Fe fbllowi.ng composition;
Ni -- Balance
	
C -- 0.30 maximum
Cx - 14.00 to 1$.00	 S ^ 0, ply maximum
Al -- 3.80 to 5.5!}	 Ll -- information only
2, Afaterial Form - lnaterzal to be pi-ncured as had xolled
(unrecrystallized} plate.
3, Plate Processing - to ba by ea-trusion and hot flat rolling to
plate configuration, narnznallt 7:37mm (0,29 inch) `th^.ek x
66,55 mgt (2,62 inch) wide zn multiple lengths of 88,9 mm
13.5 inch),
4, Property Requi.xements -- .the plate shall be capable of meet-
ing all prnpexty requirements specisied in the kreliminary
Product Sgeci^*ication when given a subsequent recrystallization
heat treatment.
5, &iaterial Condition - to be procured as-rolled (unrecrystal.lized}
and decanned bar pi.cf:ling in 50-50 nitric acid and water solution,
H. IilanfC Preparation - NNS preforms to be 55.$$mm (2,200 inch3
+ ,OpOmm (.000 inch] -- .254mm (.010 inab,) widths x 82.1fi9mm
(3,235'inche^) lengths fbr bending.
"7, NPIS ProcessS.ng ^ to be performed in TRiti tooling Ka. 994^i44,
ox equivalent design, heated to about 2Q5°C (4 p0°k'), Heat
unclad, noncoated f^ft175? NNS preforms to 1120°C ^ 1150°C
(2050°F - 200°F) i.n.an electric furnaca.for fifteen minutes
and bend to ?DNS. Fart transfer and bending times should be
kept to a minimum - approximatelg eight ;seconds total.
8. Part Cleaning - to be accontnlished by.grit bias Ling,.
9, Heat Treatment ^- 1205°C (220(1°F), 12G p`L (230p °F) and
1315 °C (2^pp °F} for one hour each temperature.
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7. [1 PItI"I,IAfx1^ART I^IlOI)[T{`T SI'ECII:IC`ATICI^I
The rrc}tt3.x`ements listed 1^t^1nn •
 aa•t^ s•E'cantmrndc•d tis n preliminnr^
S}tk' ci^iCZttiS)Il fpr law cca5t I•"lil], LF'T y:tn^^s tEtruts^;lt NNS procossi.sy^.
1.	 tiCC1I'I:
1.1 ficn a -- TEtis spc'ci.Cicatir^n E^r4^sE'nts rt'quirentents for AG17^7
	
a
silla^ ^'.lnes.	 3
•{
]..l.l Classxfirntian -This 5pt'Ci'1'iCatiott contains t}tt^ ^followin^
class:
C'Iass :1
1.^ ntsfinitic)ns - Igor purpoSE's caf iltis sp^^cificatioit, the follow-
^.n^ definitiozis shztll rcppl4:
Pz'int:iz• y^ Ei}at pxial - ^'xtriscE^*ci and ra7l^'.od 3(].5 trait C1.3 fnoll}
'thick ^ 73.7 rant (^.^ inch) ^t• ide xcrt:tzt;;ulttr 3^L't75'^ as-rolled (unrecra•stAll^.zed}
bnr.
r
I?l:tte pre;fciann -- The ind3.t^idual plate section pz egtired for . k^end
proress3ng to ^^,
8
Mend -The fnrnt3n ^a er:ttian tex aclziE.'rc' tltp p	 precise ctza•vtttttre
And ttiR°3,st of tltp Nl^'S.
.^
N'NS -- A Uent plate section clos p].^ ctppraxinantiz78 the uttne con-
fi^,Ttar^t3cin for 1ti^Ii znateria^. iatili.zatxott..
Itun - A ltatalt of blzinl.s that ttre ?^11^iS pracessGd at ante tithe.	 j
^+
i
1{ecryst:t^lixatian -^ I'ormati,an of tho dashed ^rtti.n size,.. slsape
and cr •^sts,lla^raipitia orS.entt^'tiQax b^' befit trcutmt:nt.
Cl.uss A.- Ila^t fi,nislxeci, fully heat t:re^.ted end etzpat^7.e of
	 ':'	 ^^
76 Aiprc (lX l:si} ^oaz^itttdinnl rupture stren^tlt at l^}93°C {^OQO°'F} for
	 {.	 , `,
^Q hours.
ip
^,	 APPI:,ICa13r,^ ^^tr'^fi^^rs
-	 ^ ^i
	
-
^.^ ^lte ^ctl.lotving docunten.ts shttlx for^it ^ pzirt of this speciiiotitian
to tIi[~ extent speei:Cied Iterei.n.
	
Anterictin So gitzty. fox•. Test^.ztg attci ilfaterittls	 ,^'
ASTh[ F^x39 ^andttctiat^ Gx•eep, Creep.Itup^txz•e and. Stress
	 -
Rtipttare Tes^:s o^ bteta7.I.^.a hi^texials
	 :,
`^	 s
ASTht E21
	 1^].cvated Tet^tperature Tests of tiietzl7,liG 14it^teriaXs
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3.	 I^It^hIr1RF h4.4Tl;RTr^.I, [2I•:(,^FTIFtI'^1F1VT^
3.1	 Chemical C-c^mpnsit it^n, I'c^rrent
3.1.1	 hlatctirial	 sctpplieci try
 tlti s spt^ci fic:xt^ on slta].3. nave tht^
fc^llc^win^; compctsitit^ji 	 :ts cletc3rmiyt^>ti	 lYi	 ttsc• inPttt	 pnucier	 Lc^t:
Nickel -------_----------Valance
	
C'arl^tan ------------ #^<lil matt.
Chromium --__----------1•I,gtl --	 lii.[lti	 tiul.fux• -------------- 1^.(t13 may.
Alumintant	 ----------•- 3,8(1 - 5 < a[1	 Tatal C?xthen ..--•-__	 (1)
(l.)	 ^laall	 Ue rt^pc,rte.^cd	 1'c^r	 ^:cl"exrmatic^n c+nl^`,
3.x.3	 Tltc= :tnalyszs .made ^ti tht^ mantifactttrC'r to clt:^^^-_mine the per-
. ccnta^es al' elements racluiretl	 ijt the poticclt+ r lets lid• this sl^t^cafa.t^xctintt
shad cctnl'orm to the rw*gtsirt^mt^stts rti ,i,l.l nnrl sh:ili lac' ra^nrt^^d itf thtt
certii•icatt^ of tt?st	 speri.fi^cti htart^in,
	
r1n :ttt:xlt• sis slsall itit^ n^adc• on t^:tclt
^*ttrusian, after tiec:^nnin;:, . far the c.iri^c^n,
	 sulfur anti atitl;c!n cnntenit,
nitd the gex•centa^;t^s t^f thrs^^ elements shall cc^ttfox-m tc^ tltt• rt^quiremt°nts I
of 3.1.1 and slinl]• be re^nrted in 'the certificate of tt^st`.
	 ;
a
3^I<3
	
An an:tl^-sis.ma} be made ctn :x s^^mpl.c Ulank bl.° the Purchaser
!'
and Elie Chemical composition tlttts dcate^xminetl shall cottfnxnt tQ the require-
menu of 3,1,1,
^.`^	 341aterial Conditlnn
3.3.I	 Material .shall Lse supplied try the Primers render in filte hat4t
f3.nished (unrecr^,*s't:tl7.izacl^ condition tts sl^t^rifie[1 1^E•lnw:
t^;
M:ttar3al shall. be uniform in quality and cattd^.tion
clean, sc^ttnd,. and free bunt- fareil;n materials and f.r^+m
a. xntt=rn:zl and eternal 3nil^.^rfactian,S cletrzmrnt:tl tta
perl'ormanee of pat•ts<
3,3	 Mecltanzral Pra^aerties
3.'3.1.	 ,^trt^ss Rupture	 ^
3 < 3,1^1	 hiatex•i:tl shall }ae cRp.^xlale^ t^f mec^tin^; the follow+ ink tttixiimtrm
°C	 °I^)stress rupture z equirc^ents nt ^.(l^3	 _ (2(3tt0	 sttbsequent :t .rec^r^ stal'^iza-^
	
a
r	 ^
3lion hea'L• tren^t^ezit.
_
Stress,	 fife,	 >wlon^ation,
Test Ela.x'ecti.o^t
	 li1Pe.	 (l:si }	 Hcauxs	 Percent
zn di.rectian qf, e^.t^xusion	 7G (ll)	 3[1	 3
^, xransvex•se direction to eatrtision
	 3l x•1.5)	 3Cl	 -
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` 3.-i.	 Grnin Structure
•	 t
3.-i.l	 Tht^ f;rain stntc#urc :after rE^rr^stalliration, shall ire calumnRr
^^ kith the long axis pttralltl to the extrttsit^n direr#ion wi#itin .seven degrees,Q^
, with nO mare thfln fire ptsrek^n# aaauiaxE*ci ^;rzlns permitted. ^
^^
^ ^.	 ^ti REQEj1RII1iF3+i1^
,.
.
4.?	 Chemical Ca^u	 sition	 i'e^rt I?n#
^-_-.
^,l.l	 The ^h5 inafieri:tl shall tine t!xt^ same comp^sitinnal. resluire- ^,
^
3
menu as the primzxr^' material.
^
x.1.3	 An ;xnai^sis mad• he tne.ci^^ un a snrtl^lc^ ^?i: l^r• the 1'ttrchasE^r
and tYt^^ cix s^mic:tl enntgc?sitz^^n #ltxss cietE*rminr^i shall ronfnx •m tt^ the require- ',
meets of 3.1.1..
1
-1.1,3 . Fsfaterial. shall lsE1 xtnifc^rm in ^lu.tlitr anti condition,	 cle^.n,	 ,^ound ^
and try*e facia frt+rci^;n iputerials anti ^rn1n intx• rxt3l anti ^^'Cernnl i,htperfec#i.ons
- detrimental. fo t'at^riraticjn c ►r '^® pe^rformnnr•e cif parts,
•l.2	 ^,traterial t`onciitic?n
x.2,3	 ^^.teri:xl sitall tie suis^lxed U^' `tlt^= :^^^ ^t•ttdctr zn the reer^s--
^,
tallixeei ccsndit^n ;and trust mee# tltx.^ ^renui# •ements of 3.3,1, 3.3.1 and 3.4, t
^.3	 I@lti'S Cnnfi^ur:^tion
- The ^^±^ sha11 1)e stxppli^^ci tt^ tl^e seconcinrc t;endar, and lte a ttni-
form7.ti- thick plttfe sei^sntnt ltc^nt #o the ctirt;atxtre and. #v^ist approximat:ixtg^ •^lxe E
FZp1 L^ ra.ne ennfi^,tlr^ttion.	 Ttte tnlrrancr•s ^i the `^^ s1x^.11 lte as spacita.ed
oat t3^e clrar^ inf; or :ts a};rE^ed ttpan b^' the c rndttr aztxi the l^airch^ser.
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8, Q ECONOMIC A?dALYSIS OF ODS ALLOY PLATF. EiEIIDING NERR--NET 5I-^APE PROCRSS
This program has resulted an the establishment of a preliminary manu-
facturing process far ODS alloy LP1' vane NNS, General Electric working with
TRW, Cles•eland, as the subcontractor ?gas established a potential FIOI LP'E'
vane cost reduction.
The current vane manufacturing method as to procure heavy rectangular
shaped bar, diagonally cut and machine two vanes per cross section by con-
ventional machining techniques,.
The r^eax^-net shape procQSS, as .shover, in ^ i^;ure 39, was desa.gned to
amprotRe material utilization and reduce machining cost. Plate rolling and
bending is a simple f
 inexpensive process which is amenable to all ODS alloy
vendors, The plate bending near-net shape process is believed to be the
most cast effecti^ve^ process for the F101 LFT vane, It provides substantial
material. utilization at low process cost,'
ODS alloy LF^!`vane near-net shapes were cost compared to the current
method on the basis of a two-hundred and fiftieth engine and 1976 costs.
The analcsis is based on proc^tssi^ig and machining at General Electric, TRW
ha.s ind^aateti tIze near-net shape forming operation to have a shop cost of
^S,Which is only a . portaon of the total cast. It is believed,however, to be
an lane with the General Electric estimate for a simil^ir portion of the work,
The cost comparison is shown in Table ?tII, The current method required 11,3
kilograms {2.5 pounds) input material fa;r each vane. The near net shape
process can produce a vane from 4,l kilograms C0.9 pounds) of material for a
savings of B.l kilograms {1.35 pounds) ar ?78 percent improved ra^.terial
utilization. The additional cost for the conversion to near-net shape as
insignificant compared to the material-and m:^chxning casts savings, NNS
processing is estimated to save about . farttc percent vane manufacturing cost
up through the outsl,de contour machining step of vane manufacture,
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